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Abstract

There is niow widespread recognition that participatory devel-
opment-involvinig users and communities in all stages of the
development process-is critical for achieving sustained benefits.
By responding to felt needs, and by involving stakeholders inti-
mately in all aspects of a program, participatory development
creates "ownership," accountability, and a willingness on the part
of users to manage and invest in services.

By broadening and opening up the development process,
participatory development requires new approaches to planning
and poses new challenges. At the policy level, participatory
development requires major institutional reorientation on the
part of governments to ensure responsiveness to local demand
and to empower communities to act. At the program level,
detailed blueprints cannot be drawn up at the outset since deci-
sions are made jointly with communities. Problem-solving is
based on partnership, not the quest for the one right answer.
Since the process gives people and communities more choice, it is
more open-ended.

Participatory management requires a more fluid and evolving
planning process. One of thie greatest challenges is to build into
this process a mechanism that allows for learning, correction, and
adjustment. To do this requires a clear set of objectives and
indicators of success which promote accountability and participa-
tioIn, and which can be monitored and evaluated. The key ques-
tions managers must face are what should be monitored and
evaluated and what processes should be utilized.

This document provides policymakers, managers, and plan-
ning and evaluation staff with ideas about participatory processes
and indicators that can be used to involve community members
and others in program evaluation. Drawing upon experience
gained during the past fifteen years in more than twenty coun-
tries, the volume is structured around a framework of key indica-
tors that can be measured to determine progress toward the
objectives of sustainability, effective use, and replicability in water
and sanitation programs. The methodology is relevant to other
sectors, as well.
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Foreword

International development is undergoing a profound transfor-
mation in response to tough new realities in the developing
world. At the same time, new windows of opportunity are open-
ing for measurably improving life on our planet. After decades of
concerted effort and experience on many fronts, a more holistic
vision is emerging, one that places primacy on those actions,
projects and programs that promote sustainable development and
strike at the roots of poverty.

In many parts of the world, people do not have the means to
fulfill their most basic needs-pure water, clean air, and fertile
soil. Within the water and sanitation sector, the problem is acute.
As many as 1 billion people lack access to safe water; 1.7 billion
people live with inadequate sanitation. Improving access requires
action that empowers the poor, especially women. Hard-won
experience demonstrates that results and effectiveness are greatly
enhanced when poor people have the opportunity to participate
directly in their own development.

Tapping into the ingenuity and creativity of the poor, and
enabling them to express their own hopes for their families and
their communities, is a challenge requiring new ways of thinking
and acting on the part of development practitioners. As this
volume makes clear, investing in the capacity of the poor to serve
as key actors in solving their owII problems can unleash signifi-
cant new energies for the development effort. In the end, the
active participation of people and communities is essential to
achieving sustainable development.

A mounting body of evidence from around the globe is dem-
onstrating the validity of involving communities and service users
at all levels in the development process-including planning,
management, monitoring and evaluation, and data collection.
Within the literature on this pioneering field, however, there is
still a pressing need for materials that provide practical guidance
to both policymakers and practitioners on how to facilitate
meaningful participation. I am therefore pleased to introduce this
volume on participatory evaluation by Deepa Narayan.

v



Its antecedents are in a UNDP project for the promotion of
women in water and environmental sanitation services
(PROWWESS), which in 1991 was merged into the joint
UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program managed by
ESD/TWU. Before the merger, PROWWESS published "Tools for
Participation," by Lyra Srinivasan, to which the curreni volume is
a companion piece. Three follow-up volumes on parti( ipatory
development practices are also planned.

This work is an important component of the Bank's larger
vision of turning development into a process that enables the
weak and marginalized to become the guardians of their own
welfare, not the beneficiaries of aid or the recipients of charity.

Ismail Serageldin
Vice Presidenit
Envirolnmenitally Sustainable Development
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Author's Note

This volume represents the lessons learned in fifteen years of -

work in participatory development. It is based not only on my
own experiences, but on the shared experiences of hundreds of
iy colleagues. \" '

I began this exploration as a social scientist keenly aware of the
limitations of conventional social science research, questionnaires
and long anthropological stays in rural communities. My premise
was that the people who are supposed to gain from our develop-
ment efforts are themselves a rich resource and that development
will work to the extent that it widens their choices and enriches
their skills, capacities and confidence. Wherever I worked, I --- =.
attempted to involve the community-the young, the old,
women, children and men-in development activities, including
in the evaluation process. As I did so, I also sought tools that n
could more quickly provide project managers with the research
results that they needed for decisionmaking.

Struggling to find new ways of doing things, I initially had no
term to describe these activities. Today, there are many ways to
characterize these new tools and this new approach to participa-
tory development-participatory evaluation and research, benefi-
ciary assessment, action research, participatory rapid appraisal, to
name a few. During these years of trial and error and hard-won
experience, we have discovered some fundamental principles to
guide us in this work. These include the value of open-ended and
multiple methods and approaches, the importance of placing
tools in the hands of local people, the usefulness of going beyond
what we are able to plan in the office, and the need for patience,
listening and trust in the process.

Over the years, there have been dramatic changes in the way
development projects are planned. Participatory planning is now
widely recognized as more likely to lead to designs and strategies
that work in the particular setting for which they were intended.
However participatory data collection for monitoring and evaluation
is not yet an integral part of the development process. When it
comes to evaluating projects, there is still a great reluctance to
move from classical "objective" methodologies that maintain a
distance from the people and activities being evaluated. There is
surely a place for the classical approach. But when the goal is to
enhance local capacity, it is of limited value to have an evaluation
process directed by outsiders and which generates reports which
may not be disseminated for months or even years.

My hope is that this document will help to rectify this situa-
tion by moving participatory evaluation into the mainstream of
development. Specifically, this volume seeks to equip those who
are managing community drinking water and sanitation programs

i x



in poor communities with simple, short-cut rnethods that can be
used to foster and encourage participation while working with
communities.

While participatory evaluation is of great value in bhinging
about changes in projects, policies and consensus building, there
are also risks to the approach.

First, participatory tools and techniques can be used byi man-
agers, social scientists and extension workers as extractive techniques
to gather data for their own planning and management, X ather than
as a way to empower people. Almost no technique is inherently
participatory; only through its application does it become so.

gated-onlytothecommunity l I c, t . th-

nique is to enhance problem-solving abilities atal l

hav bensecond ptfaloccur whfetvn pvartciatory ealuatvoiongi ee

_~~hv bee shown to be efeciv in evlatn an dee Xpn

country and regional workplans by senior officials of governments
and external support agencies.

Third, there are many proponents of participatory evaluation
and many methods. However, without some training anl under-
standinig of basic principles, all kinds of techniques can be labeled
as "participatory" when they are not. When they fail, the partici-
patory approach itself loses credibilitv.



Finally, participatory evaluation is not a panacea. Only with
the active support of managers who place a great value on gather-
ing and using feedback from users, can participatory evaluation
make a significant impact on the environmiient affecting the
delivery of services to the poor.

This book has been written to serve as an aid to policymakers,
managers, and planning and evaluation staff in designing moni-
toring and evaluation activities in the water supply and sanitation
sector. One of the great challenges in carrying out a participatory
evaluation is to limit the universe of possibilities without foreclos-
ing the unanticipated. To assist in this process, a framework of
indicators-key factors that can be observed and measured-has
been developed to guide the search. This volume is structured
around that framework.

Within its pages are manv indicators that can be consuLlted
frequently and measured to evaluate progress. No evaluation,
however, should incorporate them all; trying to gather too much
information is one of the biggest sources of problems in monitor-
ing and evaluation. Even if none of the specific tools and meth-
ods mentioned here are used, this document will have served a
useful purpose if it helps to shape and give new dimensions to
your next evaluation process.

This publication reflects the substantial body of field experi-
ence and record of accomplishment in participatory evaluation
that has been gained in the past several years. The work reported
in the following pages grew out of field activities in twenty-two
countries: Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia,
Ghania, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Lesotho, Mali, Nepal, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Thailand, Togo, Uganda,
Zambia and Zimbabwe. It draws on the SARAR approach devel-
oped by Lyra Srinivasan and applied over the vears to the water
sector. Experiences of other agencies with which we have been in
contact are also reported in the text.

In the end, the only way to become both knowledgeable in
and comfortable with participatory evaluation is by actually doing
it. There is no formula, nor can there be a blueprint or manuLal.
By definition, participatory evaluationi is a dvnamic field. Your
own involvement will shape its course, and in that regard, I invite
you to slhare vour experiences, visuials and materials with LIS SO A
that we may disseminate examples from the field to a wider group
of practitioners around the globe.

Participatory evaluation is at an exciting stage of develop- %77

ment-changing, evolving, and constanitly inventing itself. I wish
each of you inventiveness and success!

Deepa Naravan_
PROWWESS Coordinator
UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program -





Indicators of Progress in Water and Sanitation Programs

Q SUSTAINABILITY

S.1 Reliability of systems
S.1.a Quality of water at source
S.1.b Number of facilities in working order
S.1.c Maintenance

S.2 Human capacity development
S.2.a Management abilities
S.2.b Knowledge and skills
S.2.c Confidence/self-concept

S.3 Local institutional capacity
S.3.a Autonomy
S.3.b Supportive leadership
S.3.c Systems for learning and problem-solving

S.4 Cost-sharing and unit costs
S.4.a Community contribution
S.4.b Agency contribution
S.4.c Unit costs

S.5 Collaboration among organizations
S.5.a Planning
S.5.b Activities

EFFECTIVE USE

E.1 Optimal use
E.1.a Number and characteristics of users
E. I .b Quantity of water used (all purposes)
E. 1.c Time taken to use facilities

_ E.1.d Management of water resources

E.2 Hygienic use
E.2.a Water quality at home
E.2.b Water transport and storage practices
E.2.c Home practices to improve water qualitv
E.2.d Site and home cleanliness
E.2.d Personal hygienic practices

E.3 Consistent use
E.3.a Pattern of daily use
E.3.b Pattern of seasonal use

REPLICABILITY

r-.. > ~ --t~-~~- -1R.1 Community ability to expand services
R. 1.a Additional water/latrine facilities built
R.1.b Upgraded facilities
R.1.c New development activities initiated

____ ̂ 1 K-1 *_ [R.2 Transferability of agency strategies
R.2.a Proportion and role of specialized personnel

I i t R.2.b Established institutional framework
R.2.c Budget size and sheltering
R.2.d Documented administrative/implementation procedures
R.2.e Other special/unique conditions
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1. Introduction

Since the mid-1980s, policy and practice in rural drinking water and
sanitation projects have been gradually reoriented. For intensely practi-
cal reasons, today's emphasis is on promoting and supporting commu-
nity involvement in the planning and management of projects.

Why has this happened? Experience has demonstrated that
involving users in decisionmaking, goal-setting, design and manage-
ment increases the chances that water and sanitation facilities will be
financed, used fully and looked after properly. The end goal is not
to maximize the participation of users, but to optimize participation
in order to achieve sustainability through human development.
Thus, the intensity of direct user involvement in decisionmaking
will vary depending on the circumstances and stage of the project
cycle. When stakeholders are intimately involved in all aspects of a
project, there is less risk of inappropriate design, significant under-
use and long periods of disrepair.

User involvement in decisionmakiing-and particularly
women's involvement-is therefore increasingly recognized as a
means to developing sustainable programs in water and sanita-
tion. Women are the main carriers and managers of water for
household use, as well as the custodians of family hygiene. With
their intimate knowledge of the commuLnity water situation, they
can best determine where to place water points. As they suffer
most when facilities break down, they have a vested interest in
ensuring good maintenance. They provide children with their
first health lessons. And they are the ones who decide not to use
new facilities if they do not respond to their needs.

Many stages and techniques of project management need re-
thinking when projects are participatory in nature. Ensuring that
people can effectively use and sustain new facilities becomes a
central objective, going beyond pure physical construction. Broader
indicators of implementation and success are required, and manage-
ment takes on new social dimensions. A different style of monitor-
ing and evaluation is needed in order to be consistent with, and
provide support for, meaningful user participation.

Although making these changes in style and practice can be
challenging for maniagers and decisionmakers, participatory evalua-
tion can unleash valuable new thinking and significant new energy
to enrich project design and action. Once community members
have direct roles in managing projects, they can become sources,
analysts and users of information on the progress and problems of
implementation. They can also serve as key actors in problem-
solving and in applying lessons learned from their experience.

Participatory developmenit has an impact on monitoring and
evaluation in terms of:

1



* the purpose and uses of the evaluation
* the indicators to be included
* the way the evaluation is organized and carried out
* who conducts the evaluation.

Many development workers interested in supporting participa-
tory evaluation have long felt the need to combine pragmatic
tools with clear indicators to enable them to encourage and
ensure participation. Hence, this volume focuses on specific
indicators and practical ideas of how data collection car be
carried out and used for problem-solving and taking act on in a
participatory way.

The role of evaluation in
community-managed projects

As a management tool to assist in reaching stated ob ectives,
evaluation is a systematic way of learning from experience and
drawing from lessons to correct and improve ongoing and future
activities.

Traditionally, the implementation of conventional, large-scale
water and sewerage projects has depended on detailed b,ueprints
to provide the basis for control and predictability. In tl.is con-
text, midterm and final evaluations are typically conducted by
external experts to measure the achievement of production goals,
quality and quantity of construction completed, and un .t costs.

Participatory development broadens the scope of eva .uation;
this shift in purpose is reflected in project design. Detai]ed
blueprints cannot be drawn up at the outset since decisions are
made jointly with communities; problem-solving is based on
partnership. Users are actively involved in the development of
the evaluation framework, in data collection and assessment, and
in the planning of follow-up activities. The evaluation process
itself contributes to building local capacity for decisionn[aking
and community-centered development.

Because no two communities are alike, joint decision making
implies a certain element of unpredictability. Since no govern-
ment agency, external sponsor or nongovernmental orgs nization
can tolerate total uncertainty, the challenge for managers then
becomes managinig iunpredictability by reducing the unknown to
acceptable levels without prematurely imposing inappropriate
structures.

This can be done by focusing on options and designing a
learning environment based on a two-way information flow
between communities and agencies. Continuous evaluation
allows for necessary adjustments to fit people's needs within the



framework of established and agreed upon goals. Such an envi-
ronment ensures that programs can adapt and change to fit local
culture, indigenous knowledge systems, organizations and needs.

This type of evaluation becomes an essential tool for manage-
ment of change, and the data collection-learning-evaluation
process becomes an integral part of overall implementation.
While external experts may be involved to help facilitate the
process, the evaluation itself is best conducted in a partnership
between project staff and community people. Thus the term
"participatory evaluation."

Because data collected at the beginning of the project cycle lay
the basis for later evaluation, establishing the right indicators at
the very outset is of central importance. These indicators deter-
mine what is monitored and evaluated, thereby ensuring that data
collection does not become an end in itself but serves managers
with information that is relevant and timely.

This, of course, raises the question of goals and objectives and
how to monitor and evaluate progress toward achieving them.

Setting the right goals
and objectives

The primary long-term goal of water and sanitation programs
is to improve health, productivity and living conditions.

However, measuring a program's impact on health is difficult
and expensive on a routine basis. From a manager's viewpoint,
for example, long-term health goals are too distant to guide daily
operational decisions. Further, experience shows that the absence
of a demonstrable health impact does not necessarily mean that
water and sanitation projects have failed.

Hence, the search for intermediate objectives or working goals
that go beyond installation counts (immediate production out-
puts) but stop short of trying to assess ultimate health impact.
Because of the diversity of groups involved in water and sanitation
programs-including interdisciplinary teams from government,
NGOs, consulting firms, the private sector, research institutes and
external support agencies-identifying intermediate goals accept-
able to all is essential.

Development programs in low-cost water supply and sanita-
tion have, almost as a rule, dual objectives. The first relates to the
production of facilities-constructing drinking water installations,
latrines and so forth. The second objective is concerned with
sustainability and capacity building, both for the community and
for the implementing agency. For communities, this usually

3



means being able to manage their own water and sanitation
systems, possibly inicluding expansion of the program; this could
include subcontracting work to the private sector. For agencies,
this could miean an ability to implement and support similar
programs in other areas.

In the shiort run, these objectives may appear to be in conflict.
Capacity building requires an initial investment in time anid other
resources, and often is seeni as a factor that delays achievin,g the
more easily maniaged and measured production objective. More-
over, the performance of those responsible for program im plementa-
tion is usually measured on the basis of production results achieved.

Given all of these factors, the overriding goal of water and
sanitationi programs muist be stated in a way that incorporates
bothi production and capacity building into a single, inclusive
objective. This objective can be stated as:

To achieve sustainable and effective use of watkr and
sanitation facilities through methods that are replicable.



Within this goal, sustainable implies a problem-solving capacity,
including the capacity to keep the system functioning. Effective iuse
implies that practices and attitudes are geared toward optimal,
hygienic and consistent use of the facilities. Replic able implies
that the processes and benefits can be duplicated. These then
become the objectives against which water and sanitation pro-
grams are monitored and evaluated.

Establishing the right indicators

In any development project or program, clearly defined indicators are
essential for accurately and realistically measuring results toward goals
and objectives. Within the context of participatory management, the
process employed to realize these results is also k-ey; capacity building is
one of the main requirements for aclhieving progress.

To support this process, while at the same time providing a
framework for participatory evaluation, a series of indicators has
been identified to measure conditions related to achieving the
objectives of sustainability, effective use and replicability. These
indicators have evolved from field experience and have been
further tested in differing situations in water and sanitation
projects around the world.

The indicators reviewed in this document are organized within
a framework of categories. Not all indicators will be applicable in
every situation; priorities will be different from place to place, as
will the most important indicator of success. Readers are encour-
aged to use a phased approach and select the miniimumii number
of indicators which are most relevant to their immediate evalua-
tion objectives.

5



Readers will note that similar methods of data collection are
relevant to different indicators. We have deliberately reproduced
the methodology wherever relevant to enable the reader to most
efficiently use this book in meetings and field situations

The chapters which follow examine in detail many such
indicators and how they can be measured. Indicators are not
listed as a recommendation favoring their use, but only -is ele-
ments which, if considered important in a given setting, need to
be assessed. For example, boiling water to improve water quality
is listed because this practice is fairly widely used; this does not
mean to suggest that it should be more widely adopted (with such
negative environmental effects as increased firewood consump-
tion, forest depletion and greenhouse gas emissions).

Particularly important is collecting gender-specific data to
assess whether project resources and benefits are reaching
women.The framework of goals and key indicators that will be
used throughout this document is as follows:

SUSTAINABILITY

S. I Reliability of systems
S.2 Human capacity development
S.3 Local institutional capacity
S.4 Cost-sharing and unit costs
S.5 Collaboration among organi.ations

EFFECTIVE USE

E.1 Optimal use
E.2 Hvgienic use
E.3 Consistent use

,__ REPLICABILITY

R.1 Community ability to expand services
R.2 Transferability of agency strategies

In the pages that follow, Chapter 2 elaborates on the value of
participatory evaluation, and how it differs from traditional
evaluation. Chapter 3 provides a complete framework of indica-
tors for measuring progress in water supply and sanitation pro-
grams. The full listing of these objectives, key indicator. and sub-
indicators is found on page 25. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 take up each
of the objectives-sustainability, effective use and replicability-
providing a basis for selecting in each case:



* Indicators and sub-indicators
* Targets
* Data required
* What to monitor/evaluate
* Methods of data collection

Chapter 7 concludes the book with a discussion of indicators
and methods for assessing perceived change in the social, eco-
nomic, health and environmental conditions of a community. As
noted in this chapter and elsewhere in this book, it is important
to collect gender specific data to assess whether project resources
and benefits are reaching women.
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2. What is
Participatory

Evaluation?

Participatory evaluation is a process of collaborative
problem-solving through the generation and use of knowl-
edge. It is a process that leads to corrective action by
involving all levels of users in shared decisionmaking.

The most important principle guiding participatory evaluation
is the utilization of findings at different levels and in different
ways. When stakeholders are involved in the process that leads
to the findings, the likelihood increases that they will use the
findings to take corrective action.

The partnership approach to problem-solving differs from the
usual process of project evaluation. The users became actively
involved in the development of the evaluation framework, in data
collection and assessment, and in the planning of follow-up
activities. As a result, corrective actions can often be taken di-
rectly and promptly, and the evaluation process itself contributes
to the building of local capacity for decisionmaking and commu-
nity-centered development. Participatory evaluation is thus
crucial when the overall goal of development efforts includes local
capacity building.

Fully involving users means reaching out to anyone affected by
decisions that are made: local community members; government
and community officials; project and program staff. As the pri-
mary users of improved water and sanitation services, women are
particularly encouraged to play a pivotal role.

Participatory evaluation does not preclude the involvement of
external experts, or hiring people for different aspects of data
collection. However, the expert plays a facilitating role in partner-
ship with the community or program staff, rather than being the
"expert supreme" who decides in isolation how the evaluation
will be conducted.

Results from participatory evaluation procedures can usefully
feed into conventional evaluation exercises required by most
agencies at midterm and upon completion of a project. However,
since the essential nature and purpose of the two processes is
different, their respective methodologies are distinct and should
not be confused. These differences are summarized in the box on
page 12.
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Characteristics of participatory
evaluation

Among the distinguishing characteristics of participatory
evaluiation are:

* Collaboration
* Problem-solving orienitation
* Generating knowledge
* Releasing creativitv
* Usinig multiple methods
* Involving experts as facilitators

Collaboration

The process of building local capacity through collaboration is
more important than the methods used or the output. Usually
the collaborative process improves the quality of the output and
the relevance and interpretation of findings.

Collaborative decisionmaking among all those affectedi by
project decisions includes "beneficiaries" as well as program and
project staff. Special efforts are miade to ensure meaningfi_l



participation of those traditionally overlooked-women, children,
the poor and junior project staff such as extension workers.

Project staff are closely involved with the users in collecting
data and responding to requests for technical advice. However,
simply asking community people to respond to questionnaires
does not qualify as meaningful participation. Similarly, merely
including women on household survey teams does not equate to
women's involvement or collaboration.

Problem-solving orientation

Participatory evaluation is oriented toward developing an
understanding of a problem or situation in a way that can lead to
timely action and resolution.

T he driving force is not accountability to outsiders, but rather
human growth and development at the local level. Community
participation taps into the creative potential and knowledge of
people and further builds their capacity to direct their own devel-
opment. Thus, participatory evaluation becomes a process
whereby the participants in a development project are empowered
to learn and take effective action in solving problems.

Generating knowledge

Participatory evaluation aims to generate knowledge among
local people, at the community and at the project level. When
users are actively involved in data collection processes, informa-
tion becomes transformed into knowledge and leads to self-
sustained action. Consistent with the goal of capacity building,
knowledge generation can be distinguished from information
collection in several key ways:

- Information is bound up with reports or machines; I
knowledge with people

* Information often consists of discrete, unrelated units; - Q
knowledge consists of a network of interrelated units r 9f

comprising a whole system
* Information can be collected easily through multiple

choice questionnaires and surveys; systems of knowl- v j 

edge cannot
* Information can be controlled by a few; knowledge

resides in all
* Information without context has little value; knowl-

edge involves interpretation and attaching meaning to
information.

Releasing creativity

An interviewer arriving in a village with questionnaires in
hand knows just how difficult it can be to get people to sit down
long enough to give frank answers to questions.

lI



Box 2-1. Differences Between
Conventional Evaluation and Participatory Evaluation

Who External experts Community member>,
project staff, facilitator

What Predetermined indicators of People identify their own
success, principally cost and indicators of success, which
production outputs may include production

outputs

How Focus on "scientific objectivity"; Self-evaluation; simpl,
distancing of evaluators from methods adapted to 1local
other participants; uniform, culture; open, immediate
complex procedures; delayed, sharing of results through
limited access to results local involvement in e'valua-

tion processes

When Usually upon completion; Merging of monitorin g and
sometimes also midterm evaluationi, hence frequent

small evaluations

Why Accountability, usually To empower local people
summative, to determine if to initiate, control and take
fundinig continues corrective action

Participatory methods are creative and fun, and learn ng in
this environment builds self-esteem and confidence essential for
initiating action. People become involved in defining and carry-
ing out the work. Through the participatory process, task(s like
mapping, drawing and sorting pictures release such energy and
enthusiasm that the challenge often becomes bringing the process
to a close rather than struggling to keep it going.

Using multiple methods

Participatory methods are eclectic, borrow from man) disci-
plines, and are adapted to meet the specific jobs at hand. If
available tools are considered inappropriate, new tools are created.

Validity and reliability are achieved through the use of mul-
tiple methods and by including different users and stakeholders in
consensus building. Because those affected by a project are
included in the decisionmaking, with consensus governing the
process, large sample surveys are unnecessary. Since community
members have many demands on their time, shortcut simple
methods of sampling, data collection, and analysis are preferred.

With emphasis placed on the use to which findings are put,
results are disseminated in a variety of ways adapted to u';er
preferences-slides, videos, pictures, stories, role plays, discussion
groups, workshops, and written reports of different lengths and
different formats.



Involvingexpert as i.lita t. s
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Involving experts as facilitators

The role of the external expert, if any, is to facilitate shiared
decisionmaking throughout the entire process of participatory
evaluation, including identifying the purpose of the evaluation
and selecting methods of data collection and analysis, field
implementation, and disseminating and acting upon findings. If
experts are involved, their role is to merge specialized expertise
with local experience and indigenous knowledge and learning
systems.

The task of the facilitator is to share ideas, help people consider
options, and let the process be taken over as far as possible by
users, community people, and project staff.

In addition to the technical skills they bring, participatory
evaluators must also have strong skills in facilitation, as well as
humility, respect for others, and the ability to listen. They must
also have a strong belief in human potential and a high tolerance
for ambiguity. When many people are involved in decisions and
tools have to be adapted or developed to fit the local situation,
decisionmaking naturally takes longer and is less clear-cut ini-
tially than when one person or a small group is in control.
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However, because participatory evaluations use simpler, shortcut
^ ' 4 0 t methods, the overall process is usually quicker than conventional

=i*4 evaluation.

The participatory evaluation cycle

Agencies committed to supporting community self-evaluation
processes invariably find that they must adopt similar approaches
themselves. More than a technique, participatory evaluation is a
framework from which to operate.

Hence, it is important for project agency staff not only to be
familiar with the methodology of supporting communitv involve-
ment in evaluation, but also to utilize similar approache¾, in their
own work at the agency project level.

At the project level, self-evaluation takes place frequently and
at any stage in the project cycle. The distinction betweea moni-
toring and evaluation then becomes blurred, as information
steadily flows through the project, to be analyzed and used to
shape plans, and bring about corrective action.



Figure 2-1. The Participatory Evaluation Cycle

Plan Plan

Ass

Analysis Analysis elf 

evallvalua lection 

Source: lake Pfohl, "Participatory Ev,aluation: A User's Guide,' PACT. 'Impact"?

Whether at the community or the project level, the following
questions must be answered to create this information flow and
conduct an evaluation:

* What are the objectives of the evaluation?
* What are the issues and problem areas that must be

addressed, and what information is needed to do so? Field Insight-Sri Lanka
* How should the information be collected?
e Who should collect the information, and from whom? In a village in Sri l.anka, the vii age water
i How will the data be analyzed? committee requested the assistance of an
* What does the information mean? external evaluator to determiin whiy the

level of communitv interest in .nd finan-
* Given the meaning of the information, what actions cial contribution to a water pro;ect was so

are appropriate and who will take them? low. Working withi the committee, the
evaluator developed a very brief question-

Local stakeholders-those who will be affected by a project and naire and then probed in depth ne or two
must have the capacity to sustain and make it effective-are issues of particular interest to th. commit-

tee. Since the community wvas sr iall, evervinvolved in asking and answering these questions. Local people tee. sintecmitasd.adult was interviewed.
participate in deciding whether an evaluation shlould be under-
taken, defining the purpose of the evaluation and determining The data were analyzed and a moeting was
how the information is collected and used in follow-up actions. held with the village women to (liscuss the

findings. WWhat emerged was a perception
among the women that the burdens and

Many books and guidelines on conducting evaluations already benefits from the planned piped water sys-
exist, and such readily available information does not need to be tem would be ulnequal. Specitically, the
reproduced here. Some examples of workshops that have focused higher castes and those that wern better off
on differing evaluation objectives, and changing conivenition7al were thought to be contributing less and

evaluation to participatory evaluation are included in the appen- benefiting more because of tie proximity
dixes. The following guidelines, however, are important to keep of the water to their houses.
in mind when adopting participatory evaluation methods. Meetings were held with all the .takehold-

ers and solutions negotiated. Th b layout of
the piped svstem was changed t: ensure a
ismore equitable distribution ofth 2network.

While the methods used depend upon the purpose of the Source: Adapted frtom Taheninessa AbduiUlah

evaluation, in general, participatory evaluation calls for simple, atid Wlarieke Boot, IRC, 1990.
shortcut methods throughout the entire evaluation cycle.
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For example, use informal sampling methods where possible,
and sample from different parts of a settlement: the rich and the
poor, the users and the non-users, men and women, and so forth.

Checklists can be extremely useful, especially when developed
in collaboration with project staff and community peopl . These
can be used for interviews, group discussions, observations and to
direct household surveys.

Make a special effort to include women

Participatory methods are very useful in reaching thos.e who
are often excluded in decisionmaking, particularly women. How-
ever, unless special efforts are made to involve women and build
their confidence, they will usually be bypassed in participatory
evaluation activities, as well. Commitment and sensitivity to this
issue are essential throughout the evaluation cycle to ensure
inclusion of women and improvement in the quality of their lives.

Involve the users in analyzing data

Data analysis techniques that involve users in discussing
findings and formulating recommendations and follow-up actions
are more effective than meetings in which final reports and
recommendations are presented.



Involving community members in activities such as drawing or
making a three-dimensional map can become the basis for partici-
patory planning, monitoring change and for data analysis and
evaluation.

Supplement brief written reports with alternative methods for
disseminating findings, such as community and project staff
workshops, photographs, slides, videotapes, open-ended stories, or
role plays. All have proven useful in increasing the likelihood of
follow-up action.

Don't sacrifice effectiveness for "accuracy"

The purpose of self-evaluation is to enable the users to under-
take new or corrective action. The issue of the accuracy and detail
of the information collected must be viewed within this context.
In most situations, the margin of error or lack of precision that
can be tolerated is much higher than that for scientific, academic,
rigorous research.

For example, traditional household surveys devote much time
and effort to accumulating detailed information on family size,
household composition, income and wealth. However, whether
household size is 6.7 or 6.1 has little implication for the commu-
nity in designing water and sanitation systems. The same is true in
trying to assess income by rigorously counting chickens and land
plot size.

For the purpose of participatory moniitoring and evaluation,
ranking households into three categories may be all that is
needed. Since rural communities usually have intimate knowl-

Where Do You Want This Evaluation?

Source: "Evaluatitig AIDS Health Promotion," WHO Repotf, Issue II.



edge about themselves, they can quickly rank families by size,
wealth (rich, average, poor), presence of children under five years
of age, female-headed households and so on.

On occasion, greater accuracy may be desired, such as when
the number of diarrhea episodes is being tracked. Here too,
experience indicates that village women, using a calendar and
simple drawings, can keep track of the number of diarrhea epi-
sodes of their children.

Get only the information you need

The biggest temptation in any evaluation is to try to find out
everything at the same time. Resist the temptation, and help
other people resist it! The guiding principle should be "optimal
ignorance." Generating information that is unnecessary to the
purpose of the evaluation is a misuse of time and vital resources.
If information needs are varied, use a phased approach; evaluate a
few issues in depth and get a general sense of the other issues.

There is no formula

There is no formula for participatory evaluation. The only way
to learn is through action. The question to keep always .n mind is:
"Does this process help users generate information to solve
problems they have identified, using methods that increase their
capacity to solve similar problems in the future?"

Any tool or technique can be participatory or not dept nding on
how it is used. The key is who makes the decision and who is in
control. Project staff and evaluators often find that one of the most
difficult challenges in participatory evaluation is giving up total
control, or "letting go" of their notion of the right way, the right
question, the right wording, the right order, the right answer.

While there are as yet very few documented examples of
"pure" participatory evaluation in the water and sanitation sector,
there is gradual movement toward participatory applications of
conventional techniques, as well as the creation of new tools and
techniques that can be put in the hands of local people.
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Box 2-2. Start, Stumble, Self-Correct, Share

Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA) is one among a family of approaches for reversing centrali.ation,
standardizationi, and top-down development. PRA enables and empowers the poor to do more of the ir own
analysis, to take command of their lives and resources and to improve their well-being as they deline it.

The core of good PRA is our owni behavior and attitudes. It involves:

* being self-aware and self-critical
* embracing error
* handing over the stick
* sitting, listeninlg and learning
* improvising, inventinig, adapting
* using our own best judgmiient at all times.

So we can ask who lectures, who holds the stick, whose finger wags? Whose knowledge, analysis and
priorities count?

OCurs? Theirs, as we assume them to be? Or theirs as they freely express them?

Good PRA is empowering, not extractive.

Good PRA makes mistakes, learns from themii, and so is self-improving.

Good PRA spreads and improves on its own.

So start. Do not wait. Get on with it. Relax. Try thinlgs. Learn by doing. Experiment. Ask: whi t went
well?; what went badly?; what can we learn?; how can we do better?; how can we help others to do better?

PRA is what we mak-e of it. It is a potential, not a panacea. If you do not like it, leave it. No one wil mind.
It is not for everyone. But if you like it, and use it, share and help others to share. Have a go. Wh y not?

Source: Condenctised1 fromii Robert Cht1inbcrs, 1992.
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3. A Framework of
Indicators

To measure progress achieved in water and sanitation projects,
the objectives of sustainiability, effective use and replicability need
to be spelled out in detail. This is done bv (1) identifyinig the
most important elements-the key indicators-within these three
objectives and (2) breaking down each of these elements into a
number of more detailed, measurable sub-inidicators.

For example, measturing progress toward hygieniic use involves
a sequenice extending from water collection sites to the home
environment and personal hygienie practices. Withinl this se-
quence, indicators for measuring hygiene in the home include the
availability of cleansing materials, cleanliness of facilities, waste
water disposal, provision for latrine emptyinig and so on.

In the following chapters, specific key indicators have been
formulated and organiized into a framework for evaluatinig
progress toward the three overall objectives (see page 25). The
remainder of this volume is focused on this framework. Detailed
informationi is given on the target to be achieved for each sub-
indicator; the data required in order to determine progFress toward
the target; what to moniitor and evaluate; and suggested metlhods
to use in carrying out participatory evaluationi.

As a tool to organize thinilking, thiis framiiework is broad enough
to incorporate most indicators of concernii at thie commiunity and
project/programii levels. It can also incorporate unexpected out-
comes as well as negative outcomiies. At the same time, it is
focused enough to limit the searclh to crucial and relevant i for-
mationi. Development and sector personinel at differelnt levels
around the world have tested it in the field and against manylv
other documllenited studies. A phased approach to Usinig thc
indicators is encouraged based UponI need. Through furtlher field
experience, no doubt the framework itself will contilnue to evolve.

From the global experience already gained throughi field tise of
the evaluationi framework, certaini patterns have emerged:

1. The objectives of sustainability, effective use and
replicability have wide relevance.
The specific indicators of each vary according to context. For
example, full cost recovery may be important in one setting,
while in another the presence of private sector mechianlics or a
two-tier maintenanice system may be central to sustainability.
When project objectives are clearly stated and highly specific,
indicators can be developed to tracxk the achievemiienit of
objectives.
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2. Differenit comimunities will find different indical rs of
greatest imiportanice.
In one it miav be reductioni of guinea wormn; in another it may
be inicreased reliability; in a thiird, shiorter walking c istances to
water sourices anid defecation facilities.

3. In the samie commniniity or project, the relative imnportance
of differenit indicators will vary over time.
In thie ear-ly phases of a project in one commiunity, i)eople
wer-e miost conicernied about the total inumber of wa:er souirces
to be iinproved withi goverinmenit assistanice; two ycears later,
thieir primary conicern was miainteniance fees collected: still
laiter, it was the numnber of latrines beinig built.

4. Gender differences can inifluence the chosen indicators
of success.
In onie village, whiile thie mien focused on thie fact th-at womien
were growinig miore vegetables, womnen focuised oni the relative
proximiity of water. Womien are more likely to be concerned
withi the hiealthi of chiildren and environmental hygiene than
mienl, whiereas mien ofteni give primazry imi-portance to the
availabilitv of water for cattle.



5. Indicators of success differ for community people,
community leaders and project staff.
Community leaders are often more interested in the total
ntLmber of water points in the commuLnity than ensuring
equitable access to all. In one commiluniity in Nepal, health-
workers focused on reduction of mortality and morbidity rates
while community women focused on the fence built arounid a
pond to keep cattle out.

In constructing latrines, project staff are usually most coIn-
cerned with the total nullmlber of household latrines built,
while at the coimnunlity level, this is often of little concern.
In one urban sanitationi project in Nepal, women stated that
the key indicator of success should not be the numiiber of
individual cubicle toilets constructed in different locations,
but rather the total number of womeni who could simulta-
neouslv use one public facility. For the wonmen, latrine use
also meant their only opportullity to sit and talk togetlher;
thus a communal toilet was more desirable than individual
privacv.

6. Community people have the ability to develop, select,
monitor and evaluate which indicators are of importance
to them.
In many programs dealing witlh primary healtlh care, water
anid sanitationi, communiity people select and moniitor indica-
tors of the most prevalent diseases. CommtLnity groups have
developed locally relevant indicators of poverty, wealth,
health care, healthy children, good water, wells, latrines, and
so forth. The problem is usually not the capacity of the
community people, but our capacity to work witlh themii in
supportive ways.
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7. Capacity building, at the individual, community and
institutional level, is more likely to occur if it is a specific
objective and indicator of success.
Capacity building is both the process and the end point of
which physical outputs are a byproduct. Rather than prima-
rily focusing on the physical artifacts of developmenit-such as
a pump or latrine-the emphasis shifts to include gi owth or
empowermiienit that emerges from user involvemiient in the
process of developing the pulmIp or latrine.

8. When project objectives are clearly stated and highly
specific, it is easier to develop indicators to monitor and
evaluate their achievement.
For example, the general objective of increasing the involv7ement of
women can be made more specific by characterizing it as "promiiot-
ing leadership among women as measured by the number of
committee leaders, managers or artisans who are women.'

9. To succeed, participatory evaluation requires the active
support of managers.
Participatory evaluationi can only be successful when senior
managers support the participatory process. Experience has
demonstrated that when managers place a high value onl the
feedback they receive from tisers at all levels within the community,
positive chanlge occurs and humiian capacity building can lourish.

Is there anv inherenit contradictioni between promot ng
people's participation in all aspects of evaluation-including
developing their own relevant indicators-and presenting this
framework of predetermined indicators? The answei is "no,"
providing that the framework is used consistent witl the
principles and natture of participatory evaluation. One of the
biggest challeniges of the participatory approach, especially in
large-scale programs, is to achieve a balance between too
imluch structure or imposed blueprints and a total lack of
structure. This is true both for planning and in evaluation.
Field experience has showII that this framework of indicators
strikes a reasonable balance between these two extremes.



Box 3-1. Indicators of Progress in Water and Sanitation Programs

0 SUSTAINABILITY

S.1 Reliability of systems
S. L.a Qualitv of water at source
S. I.b Number of facilities in working order
S. 1.c Maintenanice

S.2 Human capacity development
S.2.a Managemenit abilities
S.2.b Knowledge and skills
S.2.c Confidenice/self-conicept

S.3 Local institutional capacity
S.3.a Autoniomiiy
S.3.b SLIpportive leadership
S.3.c Systems for learning and problem-solving

S.4 Cost-sharing and unit costs
S.4.a Communllity contribution
S.4.b Agency contribution
S.4.c Unit costs

S.5 Collaboration among organizations
S.5.a l'lanninlg
S.5.b Activities

it- EFFECTIVE USE

E. 1 Optimal use
IE..a NuLmlber and characteristics of usersI_ E. Il.b Quantity of water used (all purposes)

E. 1 .c Time taken to tise facilities
E.1.d Management of water resources

E.2 Hygienic use
E.2.a Water quality at home
E.2.b Water transport and storage practices
E.2.c Home practices to improve water quality
E.2.d Site and honme cleanliniess
E.2.d Personal hygienic practices

E.3 Consistent use
E.3.a Pattern of daily use
E.3.b Pattern of seasonal use

A M REPLICABILITY
R. 1 Community ability to expand services

i i_ i R. l.a Additional water/latrine facilities built
R.1.b Upgraded facilities
R. 1 .c New development activities initiated

A m 4 t R.2 Transferabilitv of agency strategies
;~-~ R.2.a Proportion and role of specialized personnel

c R.2.h Established institutional framework
R.2.c Budget size and sheltering
R.2.d Documented administrative/implementation procedures
R.2.e Other special/unique conditions
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4. Measuring
Sustainability

Sustainability is the capacity to maintain service and
benefits, both at the community and agency levels, with-
out detrimental effects on the environment, even after
"special assistance" (managerial, financial and technical)
has been phased out.

No community remains static; no project or program which
depends on community initiatives can remain static. Rather, each
effort needs to adapt to the community's changing needs.

Sustainability is achieved by building problem-solving
capacities in communities and in partnership agencies to
resolve problems as they arise. Because communities are con-
tinually changing, projects and programs need to adapt to each
community's needs, while simultaneously anticipating future
changes, both major and minor. Participatory processes in which
people are centrally involved in decisionmaking ensure communi-
ties and agencies will develop the capacity to evolve with new
circumstances, such as changes in demand, interest, capabilities,
finance, natural resources or policies.

Human capacity development-increasing problem-solving ability,
confidence, management and technical skills, knowledge generation-
thus becomes the central process in the achievement of sustainability.

This process is facilitated by managers who serve as "managers
of change" rather than as overseers of construction schedules.
Their central task is to design a learning and problem-solving
environment characterized by facilitative leadership, goals and a
vision that are shared by users, systems for two-way knowledge
generation, resource generation, conflict resolution, and generally
accepted rules and regulations. Although strong institutions that
can function relatively autonomously are needed, collaboration
among agencies is also essential to achieve efficient use of re-
sources and environmental protection.

Problem-solving capacity is measured in two ways. First,
through relatively static measures of the extent to which facilities
are functioning at a particular point in time (for example, are
latrines or pumps currently functioning? Were labor and cash
raised and managed effectively?).

The second measurement involves more dynamic indicators of
the likelihood that sustainability will be maintained in a changing
environment. Within a community, these indicators focus on
problem-solving capacity, including the ability to organize and
mobilize resources, take initiative, self-diagnose, resolve conflicts,
and generate knowledge and administrative systems.
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Dynamic indicators also measure increased confide nce, compe-
tence, pride and future orientation.

T he importance of dynamic measures will vary depending on
the type of program and the local political, economic, and institu-
tional context. For example, strong community organizations are
not as essential in privatized household water and san tation
programs; a community's ability to finance capital costs may not
be essential in a country with a policy of providing partial grants.

In sumn, fuinctioning svstem-s are only one componenit of
sustainabilitv. Withouit chiange in huiman anid institutij)nal
capacity, systemis that function at one point will alimosi certainly
become dysfunctional later. The flow chart oni page 32 provides a
simiple guide to these linked capacity issuies.

Participaitory developmenit, by definition, addresses Ale prior-
itv' needs of the people involved. While skillful marketing anid
participatory processes miay, over timie, create initerest ini the
product an externial agency is offering, uinless the "felt nieed" for
such a produict is strong, people will not be mnotivated toD organize
themiselves to undertake action.



Community demand is the key determinant of whether an
agency and a community can come and stay together long
enough to create an improved water and sanitation situation. If
alternate water and sanitation facilities are plentiful and perceived
as adequate, if other needs (such as employment, roads, electric-
ity) are more immediate, or if the level of service offered is less
than what people want, written agreements between communities
and agencies, training and mobilizing efforts will be of little use.
Simply put, if there is a match between a community's felt needs
and an agency project or program, then things will work; when
there is a misfit, fundamental problems occur.

Agencies that apply a range of pre-determined selection criteria
irrespective of community demand violate the principle of user or
community self-selection, and undermine the process of user
empowerment and sustainability. Hence, in assessing the success
of capacity building efforts, it is important to first establish
whether the project has addressed a priority need and how people
expressed their commitment (for example, by collecting and
depositing cash and other in kind contributions, or signing
documents of understanding with the agency after negotiating
mutual roles and responsibilities).

There are five key indicators of sustainability to evaluate, some
of which need to be considered at both the community and
agency levels:

S.1 Reliability of systems
S.2 Human capacity development Field Insight
S.3 Local institutional capacity
S.4 Cost-sharing and unit costs It is often assumed that "objectivc outsid-

S.5 Collaboration among organizations ers" arerequired when monitoring progress
in areas such as the extent to which con-
strtiction targets are being miet, or how

In turn, each of these key indicators has a set of more detailed facilities are functioning.
and measurable sub-indicators that can be monitored and evalu-
ated (see page 30). While the criteria for determining progress

is usually supplied by project staff Xr exter-

The remainder of this chapter outlines each key indicator for nal experts, when usersthemselvesareasked

the objective of sustainability, and how to monitor and evaluate toidentifyagoodwellorabadwell,andare

the relevant sub-indicators for each. characterize a particular well in a particular

way, the criteria they consider to be impor-

For each sub-indicator, the following information is delineated: tantemerge. In mostcases,thereisconsid-
erable overlap between the criteria ased by
local people and technical experts.

* Target
* Data required In Lesotho, C(ameroon, and Kenya. formal

* What to monitor/evaluate external monitoring has been decentral-

* Methods of data collection ized and simplified. The key fa(tors in
latrine construction and use are reprnsented
by simple drawings on monitoring forms
which are then used by village vol inteeTs
or private entrepreneurs to monitor con-
structioni progress. In Cameroon, these
types of drawings are being used ton onitor
health status within the family.
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o Box 4-1. Measuring Sustainabilitv

-Key Indicators and Sub-Indicators-

S. 1 Reliability of systems

S. .a Quality of water at source
S. .b Number of facilities in working order
S. 1c Maintenance

S.2 Human capacity development

S.2.a Management abilities
S.2.b Knowledge and skills
S.2.c Confidence/self-concept

S.3 Local institutional capacity

S.3.a Autonomy
S.3.b Supportive leadership
S.3.c Systems for learning and problem-solviig

S.4 Cost-sharing and unit costs

S.4.a Community contribution
S.4.b Agency contribution
S.4.c Unit costs

S.5 Collaboration among organizations

S.5.a Planning
S.5.b Activities



Monitoring Forms Used by Community Members

Progress in Construction and Inventory of Materials
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Figure 4-1. COMMUNITY AND AGENCY CAPACITY FOR SUSTAINABILITY

WAS THERE A DEMAND/FELT NEED FOR
IMPROVED WATER AND SANITATION NO WHY WAS THE COMMUNITY SELECTED?
SYSTEMS?

YES
ARE THE FACILITIES FUNCTIONING AS
INTENDED?

THERE ARE ONE OR MORE
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS

NO

WAS MUTUAL AGREEMENT NEGOTIATED BETWEEN NO
COMMUNITY AND AGENCY ABOUT DISTRIBUTION OF
RESPONSIBILITY?

YES YES

THE COMMUNITY DOES NOT HAVE THE THE AGENCY DOES NOT HAVE TIE
CAPACITY TO UNDERTAKE ITS AGREED CAPACITY TO UNDERTAKE ITS A(REED
RESPONSIBILITIES RF.SI'ONSIBILITIES

WHY NOT WHY NOT

COMMUNITY INSTITUTION AGENCY INSTITUTION
INADEQUATE INADEQUATE
-Inadequate linkage -Inadequate linkage
with agency with community

-Inadequate autonomy -Inadequate autonomy
to functioni effectively to function effectively

-Weak or uLnrepresentative -Weak leadership
leaderslhip -Low staff morale/initerest

-Weak support from and
interaction with
the community

COMMIJNITY SKILLS AND AGENCY STAFF RESOURCES
KNOWLEDGE INADEQUATE INADI.QUATE
-Management -Management
-Administration -Administration
-Technical -Technical
-Confidence -Confidence

COMMUNITY FINANCE + AGENCY FINANCE
-Inadequate systems and -Inadequate allocation

procedures for generation and distribution of funds
and management of -Inadequate accounting and
revenue control

-Unaffordable service



KEY INDICATOR S.1 C

Reliability of Systems

Since all users have access to some form of water and sanita-
tion facilities, the reliability of improved water and sanitation
systems is key in determining their effective use. A service can be
considered reliable when it has a high probability of being avail-
able in the quality, quantity and at the time required. Since
attaining reliability has a financial cost, the standard acceptable
to users will vary depending on the particular context. If users
feel that water quality is not of acceptable quality, delivery
through piped water systems is unpredictable or breakdownis are
frequent, they are unlikely to pay for or consistently use such
water facilities. The same is true for sanitation facilities. If public
toilets and bathing areas are fuLnctioninig unreliably and other
alternatives are available, it is uLnlikely that such facilities will be
paid for, used or managed by users.

The complexity and robustness of technlology, as well as the
standardization and availability of spare parts, also play a critical
role in an individual's or group's ability to manage facilities and
ensure systems remain functional. In most settings, this implies
some private sector or government support in dealing with maajor
breakdowns of water systems and maintenance and repair of
sanitation facilities. For communlal systems, the availability of
community financial resources, local skills and the willingness to
operate and maintain facilities are also significant.

There are three main sub-indicators related to measuring the
reliability of systems:

S.1.a Quality of water at source
S.l1. b Number of facilities in working order
S.L1 .c Maintenance

Sub-Indicator S.1 i.a

Quality of water at source

Target:
To increase the number of water systems producing water
of acceptable quality throughout the year (taking into
account seasonal variations).

Data required:
Total number and increase in facilities producing water of
acceptable drinking quality. This will vary according to time
of day and season; information is particularly needed on peak
use time.



Comparison of source bacteriological purity to local standards
Field Insight-Cameroon (not to ideal international standards).

In a CARE and IDRC-supported rural water Chemical qualitv and taste of water.
supply project in Cameroon, field workers
found that villagers could perform effec-
tive water quality testing without soplisti- What to monitor/evaluate:
cated training. Is the quality of water at source acceptable and safe?

Because handpumps were deemed too ex- What is the increase in the total number of water sources
pensive to install, metallic shutters allow-
ing users to draw water with buckets were producing acceptable quality of water?
installed as covers over large bore hand-dug
wells. To test the water for faecal coliform, What percentage of the population has access to safe water?
millipore kits and incubators were initially
used. Methods:

However, field conditions made the uSe Ot Site visits, visual inspection, water qualitv tests at source.
incubators difficult. Searching foran alter- (Experiences in Kenya, Indonesia, Cameroon, Costa lica show
native, field workers found tiat by having that water quality tests for faecal coliform and PH can be
villagers place the kits against the warmth conducted by community people).
of their own bodies for a twenty-four hour
period, results similar to actual millipore Interviews and discussions with users, especially those living
incubators were achieved.

near sources and those not choosing to use the sour e. Percep-
tions about quality are as important as the technical tests for
bacteriological quality, salinity, iron, and so forth.



Photographs taken by community people of "good spring
captures" and "bad/poor wells," or drawings of what the Field Insight-Indonesia
community considers to be the attributes of a good well. These Indicators for water quality inspection
are an effective means of identifying sources of well contami- identified bv village women and men in

nation leading to corrective action, including educational Indonesia:

activities organized by the community.
Does the source look clean?
Are there any animals in it?
Are insects breeding in it?
Are there any leaves/sticks in it?
Is there other rubbish in it?
Is there human/animal waste neairby?
Does it have anv color?
Does it smell bad?
Does it taste bad?
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umber of facilities in
working order

Target:
To increase the number of water systems reliably producing
water in acceptable quantity throughout the year (taking
into account daily and seasonal variations in source, capac-
ity and demand).

To ensure toilets are sufficient in number to cover the total
population and function per design criteria.

Data required:
Increase in number of functioning water facilities; waiter
quantity produced at various times in a day during different
seasons; peak use time and crowding or waiting time (to assess
easy availability of water to all households).

The quantity of water to be provided is usually indicated in
terms of liters per capita per day (Ipcd) in the project targets.
Design criteria vary according to level of service, climate and
water availability.

For toilets, data needs include increase in nmlber of toilets
(excreta disposal facilities that are culturally acceptable) con-
structed for different population groups, as well as at schools
and other community institutions.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Have the number of functioninig water points increa.ed as
planned?

Do the sources produce sufficient water all year to mneet exist-
ing and projected demand?

What percentage of the population has access to these water
i_ ~~~~~~~~~~points?

Have the nutmber of toilets available to different population
groups (men, women, children, marginal groups) increased?

j4 Are the toilets culturally and technically acceptable?

Methods:
Mapping; focus group discussions; photographs; site visits;
visual technical inspection; measurement of water quantity
produced. For handpumps and springs, water quantity can be
calculated by measuring the quantity of water produced per



second or per minute. For piped water systems, measurements
are more complex; detailed information can be found in MEP,
WHO, 1983.

Interviews and discussion should be conducted to find out if
people have to wait for water during certain seasons or at
certain times of day.

Data on peak time of water use can be obtained during obser-
vation of water collection and water use. Information about
total number of new or improved water points and toilet
facilities can be obtained through discussion or mapping by
community members, including school children. Observe the
technical quality of toilets affecting hygienic use, including
material and slope of pans, water seals, size and lining of holes
for dry toilets, presence of covers for holes, degree of darkness
inside cubicle, presence of appropriate vent pipes and fly
covers. Avoid the pitfall of gathering information by talking
only to officials, caretakers, and mechanics. This niay lead to
under-reporting of problems related to adequacy of quantity
and quality of water and toilet facilities.

Also, seasonal differences can be especially important, and
should be probed in depth.
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Field Insight-Honduras

PROPAR (Proyecto de Pozos y Acueductors Rurales) is a community water supply and sanitation program in northern I londuras,
supported by the Honduran and Swiss governments. PROPAR has developed a simple monitoring system managed by fi Id staff to
track project effectiveness and impact on health. Through a series of staff workshops that focused on defining obje(tives and
identifying indicators, the project developed the following chart to track progress on well construction.

1988 1989
OBJECTIVE CRITERION INDICATOR MAGNITUDE RESULTS RI SULTS

Program of wells Capacity to % of promoters 90% of promoters 68.1% 50%
equipped and promote and located in proper promote and direct
pumps supported direct well zones capable of well projects

projects promoting and
directing well
projects

Well construc- % of wells built 100% fulfill quality 91.6% 83.3%
tion quality properly standards

Pump installa- "/o of pumps 100%) fulfill quality 90% 76%
tion quality installed well standards

Use of con- % of constructed 100t4) in Lise 100% 950/0
structed wells wells in use

Effective Initial interest in Ability to attain Minimum initial $57 $5
operation and operation of funding budget of $130 for
maintenance wells by water buying tools
achieved committees

Training of water Water commit- A committee per W/ 87.5% 26.8%
committees tees trained GFS & a committee

coordinator

Fluctuationi of 'Yo of members Max 10% of 4% 2%
committee fluctuated/yr members fluctuated
members

Quality of well %, of wells 80%Y, of pumps 63.3% o 5%/
maintenance functioninig fulfill quality

standards of
functioning

GFS maintenance No. of taps in Less than 20% of 1 5.5(%) 17%
quality poor condition taps in poor

condition

Availability of Water reaches 100I% 99% 9 5.Y,
water at tap level

Spring 90% fulfill quality 85.7%Y 84%
catchmenit and standards
water tank
l maintenance

level



iSib-ItitiJ(ii toi' 5.1 .L Field Insight-Bangladesh

In Bangladesh, illiterate village women
learned to evaluate handpump perfor-

Maintenance mance.

First, a schedule was established so) that at
least one woman was present at tle pump

The maintenance of water and sanitation systems-how throughout the daylight hours. Sitting
frequently water and toilet facilities break down and how quickly near the eurcnde acnd age of thre water

they are repaired-is determined by a variety of factors: technical; carrier and quantitv of water drawn. For
motivational; community capacity to operate and maintain (0 & each pump stroke, thewomen transferreda
M) the systems; cost and availability of spare parts; private sector stone from one tin can to another. As each
or NGO involvement; and government support svstems. tin can was filled, a mark was maLde on a

piece of paper and the process begun again.
The data revealed that siting pumips near

Because the cost of setting up centralized 0 & M for hundreds public places reduced usage by women.
of scattered water systems is prohibitive, increasing emphasis is
being placed on standardizing technology and creating manage- As a result of the women's findiilgs, new
ment systems that include communities, the private sector, NGO handpumps *vere located in areas more
and local municipal government agencies. acceptable to women.

Target:
To ensure that an improved management system for opera-
tion and maintenance is in place, resulting in low fre-
quency of breakdowns, quick repairs, and low downtime of
facilities.

Data required:
Data requirements vary depending on the technical complex-
ity of the facility, and whether ownership of water and toilet
facilities is private, group, communal or institutional. For
example, community capacity to operate and maintain facili-
ties does not arise if private individuals are the owners. In this
case, the issues are the motivation, financial capacity and
technical ability of individuals and groups to manage their
systems. Also at issue is the availability of spare parts and
skilled technicians in the private sector.

In most countries, governments retain the responsibility for
training of mechanics and caretakers to correct major break-
downs. The training may be contracted to the private sector or
to NGOs. Assess the functioning of this backup support system
to see what specific procedures a community uses to contact an
agency located elsewhere.

Data about the process and components needed to create an
effective, sustainable management system is critically influ-
enced by robustness of technology and standardization of a
range of options. Thus data will be needed to answer the
following questions:

Is the technology robust? Is it standardized?
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* Did people in the community negotiate and do th,y accept
Field Insight-India their roles and responsibilities? Do they understand how

these differ from those of outside agency staff (gox ernment,
In a low-income urban community in private sector, NGO)?
Kerala, photographs of broken pumps and ,
vandalized public standposts were used to * Do individuals have the necessary knowledge, skills and
focus community attention on these prob- incentives to undertake maintenance tasks and repairs; do
lems. In open forum discussion groups
using COMMunitv mapping, all non-func- thev know who to contact in the event of major br-eakdowns;
tioning pumps were identified as well as knowing this, do they do so?
the action the community could take to
correct and prevent such problems in the * Have communitv people evolved rules and regulations
future. regarding 0 & M, and are these accepted and enforced?

The miapping uincovered the fact that the * Was training in technical, financial, organizationa. and
vandalized pumps were in public spaces for leadership matters appropriately timed and adequi.te?
which no one felt personal responsibility. (Special attention should be given to the trainee selection
Discussions were then held with the water process).
authorities, who subsequently relocated the
public standposts according to the com- * Are tool kits, spare parts and mechanics available and
munity consensus. affordable?

Source: Field notes. Socioeconomic Uniit, Kerala What to monitor/evaluate:
WaVter AuthoritY. Do households, communities, and agencies have the incentive,

commitment, resources, knowledge, and skills to opcrate and
maintain the system?
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Is there a private sector or government back-up system to assist Field Insights
community/households in repairs beyond their ability?

Indonesia
Is there an increase in total nuLmber of functioning systems Iidicators of Breakdowns and Repairs
over time?

* % of men and women who kn3 w three
Is there a decrease in frequency of breakdowns? regulations

Is there a decrease in "down time" of broken-down facilities? * Y of men and women per well ikilled in
repairs

Methods: * Average number of days betwee n break-

Open-ended interviews with community officials, women down and repairs (minor/major)

(living near and far from source), caretakers, mechanics, and
agencv staff. Interviews with school children can be very * (/o of members knowledgeable about

agency bank balancerevealmig.

* 'Yo of members knowledgeabik about
Focus group discussions and self-evaluation with water users contact person in support agency

groups or committees, with or without pictures and models.
Tanzania

Site visits.
In a project of the Tanzanian gov _rnment,

assisted bv DANIDA, the followir g indica-
t -^';' I i " tors are bleing used to evaluate the estab-

- . j s 3 i lishment of effective village 0&N1 systems:

_Ik it * I'Presence of job descriptions for
attendants

w rk i t i tw 5 6 if ....... S_ > * Agreemenits withi attenidants

W *_ _ - , ~ t - -* Village records on system per.ormance

* Bank accounts established4 . -Rd r



Field Insight-Kenya

In a village in Kenya, facilitators used three
large drawings of a well comnmittee meeting
near a broken-down handpump to start a
discussion about the responsibility of the
committee to ensure "good wells" for the
community.

Through the focus group discussion, the
major source of malfunctioning
handpumps in the village quickly became
clear. The committee had the technical
know-how to repair broken-down pumps,
but lacked the incentive to invest in the
well. This was because of the presence of
alternative water sources. Investment was
also impeded because the committee lacked
clarity about who actually owned the well.
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KEY INDICATOR S.2 0

Human Capacity Development
Self-reliance cannot be achieved without human development.

Individuals must have the self-confidence and competence to
undertake the tasks expected of them. Confidence and compe-
tence increase when people gain experience in organization and
management and acquire new knowledge and skills, including the
capacity to generate knowledge. The difficulty, of course, is how
to evaluate changes in such abilities and capacities.

Since women in most cultural contexts have a greater role than
men in managing domestic water supply and environmental
sanitation, gathering gender specific data is essential. Assump-
tions about women's abilities should not be based on men's
perceptions; women are th-e best sources of information on their
own observations, abilities, needs and activities.

Facilitating sustainability at the community level requires
agencies that are themselves sustainable. This means agencies
that are staffed with competent and confident people who believe
in and support self-reliant development based on local organiza-
tions, local skills and cultLure.

In many communities, people may be content to leave the
decisionmaking to informal or formal leaders. Sustainability can
be attained through involvement of a few key local leaders who
represent community interests and serve as the focal point for
interaction with external agencies. However, this approach may
not lead to broad-based capacity building.

There are three main sub-indicators which should be assessed
individually for women and men at the community and agency
levels.

S.2.a Management abilities
S.2.b Knowledge and skills
S.2.c Confidence/self-concept

Suib-Indlliciator S.2.a

Management abilities

The specific goal for most projects will be to attain optimal
levels of user decisionmaking in water and sanitation. Some
decisions may be beyond the interest or ability of communities,
such as source selection for large pipe systems serving the urban
fringe or low income areas.
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If the objective is to empower the poor and women, decisions
about installing water and sanitation facilities should involve
community people from different socioeconomic groups, espe-
cially women. The degree of involvement in the "what, how and
where" decisions concerning installations is a good indicator of the
level of community commitment to their continued functioning.

Target:
To optimize involvement in decisionmaking, especially of
women and marginalized groups.

Data required:
T he extent of community members' involvement in decisions
leading to installation and continued functioning of water and
sanitation facilities.

The degree to which there was shared decisionmaking by
different interest groups, including marginalized ethnic, caste
or class groups, the poor, and people living away fron[ roads
and population centers. (Any informal sampling met iods
should include women).



How decisions are made at certain key points may need to be
assessed in order to identify corrective action. The decisions are
those concerning:

* whether or not to accept or initiate the project

* technology choice, design, service level

* affordability and management of finances

* selection of leader and members of water and sanitation
committees/groups

* location of water points

* organization for construction

* amount, frequency and form of fees

* selecting financial managers

* rules, regulations and conflict resolution

* system for operation, maintenance and repair

X involvement in monitoring and evaluation

* initiation of new activities.

Data required will also vary according to type of technology
and the desired level of decisionmaking in the project cycle.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Who perceived the need to improve the water and sanitation
situation?

To what extent do community leaders (male and female) and
"ordinary" community women and men take part in decisions
affecting the program?

What was the process of decisionmaking and who was in-
volved in decisions regarding felt need, design and planning,
implementation, and monitoring, and evaluation?

Methods:
Open-ended interviews with community leaders at different
levels focusing on process; separate discussions with commu-
nity groups of men and women; pocket chart voting on who
made what decisions; interviews with agency field representa-
tives both senior and junior.

Study of records of meetings and project monitorinig docu-
ments.

One of the pitfalls in obtaining information based on recall is
that human memory tends to be selective and hence people
remember incompletely. For adequate recall, sample a variety
of people, not only men or leaders, but women as well. If
people do not have information on who made what decisions,



it is indicative of a lack of involvement in decisionmaking.
Wood models, photographs and drawings of different decision
points can facilitate discussion.

Remember that leaders and other important village olficials
can get upset if they are bypassed or evaluators first speak to
ordinary people. Several methods have been found to be
effective in overcoming these problems. Hold extensive meet-
ings and discussions with leaders, explaining to them the need
for privacy in talking with others and the topics that will be
discussed. After obtaining permission, hold separate ineetings
for men and women, using the pocket chart or other such
techniques. Another approach is to divide your team so that
while one person speaks to village leaders and officials, other
team members hold user group meetings, or interview a few
households.



Field Insight-Indonesia

In a project in Indonesia, participation of Who Decides Ordinary Ordinary Female Male Water Field
women in decisionmaking was measured What? Woman Man Leader Leader Group Worker
using a cloth pocket chart hung on a fence
or a wall. Consisting of six columns and 1. Decisions 7% 5% 19% 12% 28% 29%
eight rows of cloth pockets, the chart had a w'ithin groups
picture attached above each of the six col- 2 Group Leaders 3' 11% 30% 20% 1 OX) 26'Yo
umns. The pictures depicted different po-
tential decisionmakers, such as an "ordi-
nary" woman and man, a female and a Activities 16% 23% 27% 12%
male leader, the water users group and a
field worker from the external agency. 4. Size of Monthly 8% 13% 32% 10% 17% 20%

Contributions
Each person in the group was given seven
small paper discs to select the most impor- 5. Need for 5%YO 6% 22% 39% 13%1o 15%
tant decisionmaker for six different issues. Sanctions
Group members turned their backs during
the process so that each could vote in 6. Location of %'Yo 13% 16% 16%/o 14% 40%
private. Everyone participated enthusiasti- Pumps, Taps,
cally, even older women who, at the begin- Tanks, etc.
ning, wanted to leave because they were
illiterate. At the end of the process, the 7. Repairs 4% 50% 9'%o 18%/ 21% 43%
votes were counted and discussed. The re-
sults are given here. OVERALL SCORES 6%f 9% 21% 21% 19%Y) 24'%6
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Knowledge and skills

Target:
Men and women become more knowledgeable artd skilled
in problem-solving and in undertaking organizational,
management and technical tasks related to initiating and
maintaining new water/sanitation and related develop-
ment activities.

Data required:
Will vary with the context, but include data about iiidividual
ability to organize, understanding of existing situation, change
in awareness, technical and management knowledge, and skills
about water and sanitation and related development tasks.
Since men and women often have different perspectives, data
should be segregated by gender. Gather data about the knowl-
edge and skills of women, men and children, (preferibly
separately) regarding the following issues:

* Understanding of the immediate water and sanitation
situation

* Functioning of water and sanitation committees/groups

* Improved health and hygiene practices

* Information collection and analysis to solve problems

* Capacity to raise financial resources

* Organizational capacity to undertake new development
activities

What to monitor/evaluate:
Have men and women organized themselves and initiated
change?

Are meni and women knowledgeable about the changed water
and sanitation situation?

Do meni and women unlderstand how water/sanitati( n groups
fuLnction? L)o they understand the rules?

Do meni and women have the needed technical skills?

Have men and women shown anv capacitv to take corrective
action to solve problems?

Have individuals been able to organize themselves, rLise
financinig and undertake new initiatives?



Methods:
Open-ended interviews about activities of groups; group
discussion with committees/groups; indirect open-ended
exploratory questions in house-to-house survey.

Observation of new facilities and newly initiated activities.

- Ar

Field Insight-Lesotho

Lso [Ho
--- rl4D rIn Lesotho, a program of simple commu-

_nity mapping included schoolchiliren from
| _ t - + ;--- :: -- _ tfour villages in Laribe District. Fhe pro-

gram demonstrates the ease and the utility
of involving young people in ide ntifying

- I iq-' , community priorities.

f - Working in four groups, fifth gr,ide chil-

- t _. dren were asked to draw their c( mmuni-
ties, the maini problems, resources, water

_, r v sources, and places of defecation The ac-
tivity uLileased such energy and enthusi-
asm that the children had to bh moved
outdoors.

All groups reported three major p oblems:
druinikenniess in the villages; bad oads re-
sulting in inaccessibility; and low demand

x . for latrines in the sanitation program. As
resources, the childreni identified people,
trees, VIP latrines, shops, water supply,
poultry, and transport. Additionally, chil-
dren drew VIIP latrines, aloes and forests as
defecation places, and made note )f differ-
ent aspects of community life, suLIh as un-
protected springs, wells, ponds, st; ndposts
for water svstems, and garbage )its and
8 * dum 1ll4ps.
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Confidence/self-concept

Target:
To improve self-concept and increase self-confidence
among women and men in communities and partnership
agencies involved in planning and implementation of
water and sanitation programs.

Data required:
Personal confidence and self-concepts are psychological con-
structs, but they can be measured through people's behavior
such as new initiatives undertaken and self-ratings of abilities.
The exact behavioral indicators of confidence vary zcross
cultures and hence need to be culture-specific. In addition they
may be gender specific.

Some indicators and data measuring changes in self-worth and
confidence are the following:

- Direct ratings of changes in abilities

- Expressions of pride, increased strength, competence and
confidence

- Increased initiative

- Evidence of new leadership

* Sense of control or efficacy (sense of "I can change the
situation")

* Confidence in the future and future orientation.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Do men and women perceive themselves as skilled and competent?

Are different people, including women, emerging as leaders?

Do men and women express pride and confidence in themselves?

Methods:
Since systematic measurement of confidence and sE If-worth are
relatively new to the water and sanitation sector, this section
explores four methods in detail.

Method #1: Rating scales
A variety of simple three-point rating scales (with or without
pictures) can be developed and used with individuals or
groups, and administered by community people or project staff



themselves. For example, confidence can be measured by
simply asking people directly:

"Do you feel more, less or the same amount of confidence as
you did two years ago?"

"Do you feel very confident, confident, not confident?"

These ratings of confidence can either be made as self-percep-
tions or observations about others. For example, the percep-
tions of men about women; senior staff's perceptions of junior
staff; how community people are perceived by agency staff.

Instead of being asked directly, respondents may feel more
comfortable completing a questionnaire or voting with a
pocket chart. For example, in Indonesia, a simple three-point
rating scale was developed to judge changes in women's self-
confidence. Three pictures in the rating scale showed: (1) a
woman too timid to enter a group meeting; (2) a woman
joining a water group but too shy to participate; and (3) a
woman bold enough to talk, challenge and ask questions.

A further elaboration of this scale was suggested by a
PROWWESS/WHO regional group in Indonesia (1988) which
recommended a seven-point scale to measure the confidence
women have in participating in community decisionmaaking.
For community group self-evaluation, each point on the scale
can be illustrated by a picture:

1. Women don't come to meetings.

2. Women come but stay outside and listen.

3. Women sit in the meetings but do not talk.

4. Women talk in meetings.

5. Women question, challenge vote.

6. Women lead and ensure action.

7. Women plan ahead and take long-term responsibility.
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Since the lack of involvem-ent in decisionmiaking is t-ten
related to a lack of personal confidence, it is extremecly ii-npor-
tant to mieasure changes in self-confidence, especiall v among
women. Research indicates thiat womien often vote themselves
less capable than thiev are rated bv men. It is unlikel'.' thiat this
is a cultuiral niianifestation of huniiilitv.

Method #2: Changes in inen's perceptioni of wornen
Ivlen 's increased confidence in women's abilities is an ex-
tremely important indicator of women's effective involvement
in mnanagement. The following m-easures can be sought
through quiestions to gatige the changed attitudes armong men;
the formi- of the question will vary depending on the availabil-
ity? of baseline data.

* Increase in nuimber of men who actively support women's
involvement at all levels of decisioninakiing.

* Incr-ease in respect for wvomeni, their value and activities.

* Increase in favorable ratings of women's abilities,
information and knowledge, initelligenice, problemn-solving
capacity, and leadership abilities.

. Increase in ratings of the usefulness of women's groups.



* Increase in support of women's groups and activities ^ -'

(making it possible for women to attend meetings, deal with X

finances, take leadership, participate in training, and so on).

Method #3: Measuring leadership
Sustainability depends not only on strong leadership at the
top, but also on decentralized leadership at lower levels.

People who lack self-confidence rarelv emerge as leaders.
Changes in leadership can be measured by asking men and
women to identify leaders, especially female leaders, asking
why they consider them leaders and interviewing the leaders
themselves. If no baseline data exist, change can be measured
by asking "Are there any people who have become active
leaders in the last three years?" or by interviewing people who
have been active in the program and those who have not been
involved in the program.

In measuring changes in female leadership, it is important to
avoid negative cultural stereotypes which may come into play
when questions are asked in general terms such as "Who make
better leaders, men or women?" "Why?" "Can women be
good leaders?" Better questions are more specific: "Are there
any women in this village who you would consider leaders?"

Method #4: Initiative and sense of efficacy
A sense of efficacy is a sense of being able to influence one's .

life or environment by taking action. Attributing responsibility . _Z
for change to oneself, rather than to external agents or factors,
can be an indicator of efficacy.

People who lack self-confidence are rarely able to initiate
change or take the risks involved in new activities. Data
should be collected on new activities and groups, as well as
the reactivation or strengthening of old groups. Among
agency staff, indicators of an increased sense of efficacy can - • *-X

include personal growth within jobs, new responsibilities and
positions, and increased autonomy.

Personal initiative can be assessed througlh interviews and
discussion groups with community people and agency staff.
One indirect measure is asking people which factors or indi-
viduals were responsible for success or failure of a project or
program. When people lhave been involved and feel in control,
they are more likely to say "our involvement," or "we are
responsible for success." When less involved, they tend to
blame external factors in general terms without being able to
give specific details.

Agency staff can be asked to put in writing their analysis of
why a project succeeded, what they have learned from being
involved, and how they have personally changed as a result.
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Field Insight-Indonesia

A village water user's group in Indonesia evaluated itself through seven pictures, each representing a group
function or activity, or a person involved with the group. The pictures represented: group cooperation, a
village leader, sanctions, money collection, angry people, future plans and a field worker in a water group.

The pictures were shown and discussed. The group was given three stars of varying sizes, representing
excellent, average, and poor. The group was asked to rate the person or activity's relationship and relevance
to their group by placing each picture under a star. Once all the pictures had been rated and some consensus
reached, the group had to explain its ratings, which led to further discussion and revealed issues not talked
about during interviews.

At the conclusion of the process, the group was asked to give itself an overall rating. Some were modest in
their ratings, while the stronger members with great gusto cried, "We are the best!"

Self-Rating of Community Group

Group Cooperation Village Leader Sanctions Money Collection

L

Angry Group Members Futum Plans Field Worker



KEY INDICATOR S.3 0

Local Institutional Capacity

While individuals can introduce change, sustaining the efforts
and results of participatory programs requires changes in the struc-
ture and function of strong, relatively autonomous community and
agency organizations. These organizations can range in size from a
small group of individuals to a large government bureaucracy.

Such organizations are characterized by a style of strong
facilitative leadership that makes learning and problem-solving a
central management task. The organizational culture and values
of these groups and agencies support people's own initiatives.

Three main sub-indicators are used to measure progress in
building local institutional capacity:

S.3.a Autonomy
S.3.b Supportive leadership
S.3.c Systems of learning and problem-solving

These sub-indicators are further detailed in the box on page 56.
Each item should be assessed both in community organizations
and in supporting technical agencies.
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o Box 4-2. Measuring Local Institutional Capacity W/ithin
Community and Agency Organizations

-Sub-Indicators-

S.3.a Autonomy

* control over resources (budget)
* control over management decisions (goals, proce-

dures, staff, training)

S.3.b Supportive leadership

* open management (consider opinions, belie f in
human capacity)

* shared vision (goals, objectives, values, normns)
* team spirit (enthusiasm, accepted rules and

regulations)
* decentralized control (role clarity)

S.3.c Systems for learning and problem-solving

* ability to learn (two-way information flow)
* resource generation (including new activitie s)
* conflict resolution
* critical ability (self-diagnosis)

W A~utonomy

Support agencies, especially those in government, usually func-
tion within highly structured regulations and bureaucrati( proce-
dures. Yet, if technical agencies, especially the field branclbes of
government departments are to function effectively with in ability
to quickly respond to community demand, preferences and initia-
tives, they must have relative autonomy to make decision i and
commit resources within a set of established guidelines.

At the community level, water and sanitation committees or
village-level institutions should be allowed to function jelatively
autonomously, free from external interference.

Target:
To develop community groups and partnership agencies
that function accountably and relatively autononmously
with regard to policy and operational decisions involving
control of resources and management.



Data required:
Data should be gathered to assess whether relative autonomy, Field Insight-Nigeria
with accountabilitv, has been achieved by support agencies,
their field offices and community organizations, including the bugetary proceswsfor a lageldt tevallate

water groups, health committees and local councils. finaniced rural wateralnd sanitation project.

In attendance were tile project coordina-
To what extent can the followinig types of decisions be made tor, technicians, and local government

accountablv and without external interference? managemilenit and extension staff. In the
informal atm-losphere, the particil)anlts were

each asked to list who made decis onsabout
* Control and use of financial and other resources resourcesfordifferentprojectact vitiesand

.. Raising additional resourceshow those decisions were reach-d.
* Raising additional resources
* Personnel policy; hiring and training of staff; recruitment The subsequenit discussion revealed that

of volunteers, managers, leaders; personnel evaluation while the project was trying t) support
criteria ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~greater autoniomy oni the part of local gov-criteria ernlments in the planning and irnplemeni-

tation of rural water anti sanitati in system
* Formulating rules and regulations programs, in effect the main decisions

* Defiiiing goals garding the disbursemenit of fun .s for capi-Defining goals tal costs were determined by the project

coordinator. This was done to ensure ac-

What to monitor/evaluate: countability and to avoid misma nagement

Is the mnanagemenit of agenicies anid cornrmmunity groups ac- of project funds, but it also had the unin-
tended effectofredticingthe sell e ofown-

countable and free from external interference? ershiip and control over the proj ct by the

local government administration.
Do agencies, their field offices, and groups control their own
finances and can thev raise additionial funds as needed? Siiuilarlya while the project str( ve to en-

courage community participation and self-
determiniation, the schiedule of I roject ac-

To what extent do the groups and agencies define and follow tivitieswasalsobevondtheconitrAlofcomii-

their own rules, regulations and goals? munity committees. Although I his situa-

tion was a disincentive for mont commit-

Methods: ted involvemilenit in the project by both

Open-ended interviews and worksshops with agency staff, both juniior govermienet and ComLinities, the need to
accoutititorexternially provided puibliCf hinds

and senior, and with community people from different levels. andthepressureplacedbvdonors oaclhieve

construction targets in a timel- fashioni
Some of the information can be collected in conjunction with made it difficult for the project manage-

other sub-indicators such as: functioning of installations and ment to contemplate an alIeeriative

competence of individttals; a mini-case study of one typical approach.

community group or agency staff or department; and critical
incident analvsis.
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Supportive leadership

x ~ Institutional development requires strong leadership ait the
F- ;'. top. To promote human capacity development and self- -eliance, a

leadership style that is facilitative, with a strong belief in people's
abilities, should permeate the organizational culture and be shared
by its members.

This strong but supportive leadership style is characterized by
open management, shared vision, team spirit, decentrali.7ed
control and role clarity. When groups experience strong leader-
ship that is inspiring without being dominating, members will
share the vision of the leader (goals, objectives, indicatols of
success, values, norms, future orientation) and enthusiasm will be
highi.

Target:
To develop senior leadership within agencies and cominu-
nities that is strong, visionary, facilitative and supports
human capacity development and self-reliance.

Data required:
Data will be required to assess the extent to which leaiders
practice open management. This includes a belief in numan
capacity; open development of procedures in consultation with
staff or members of groups; decisionmaking through consen-
sus; shared vision of the function and purpose of the group or
agency; staff morale and team spirit; known and accepted rules
and regulationis; decentralized control over resources and
action.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Open Management: leaders believe in human capac ty, have

respect tor opinions of others, make
decisions through consensus, and are
available to others.

Shared Vision: shared goals, objectives, indicalors of
success, values, norms, and future
orientation.

Team Spirit: enthusiasm, high morale, accepted rules
and regulations.

Decentralized
control: each member/staff functions relatively

, 4_w * H_.1 autonomously; interlinking jot,
descriptions; clarity on individusal roles.



Methods:
Open-ended interviews; discussion groups; self-rating of group
functioning, including leadership. XŽ

Before discussing leadership issues with groups, the support
and involvement of their leaders should be obtained, otherwise
leaders will be alienated and the impact of the evaluation on
overall performance will be negative.

Diagrams can be useful to trace the degree of decentralization d AXL
of decisionmaking in an agency, especially the decision to I A K6.

invest resources in communities in response to community
demand.

Field Insight-Pakistan

SlJb-I11lic(ator S.3.c In the early 1980s, Akhter Hameed Khan, a
_ I-I world-renowned community or,anizer,

began working in the slums of <arachi.
When he first asked what problem lie could

Systems for learning and help solve, he was told that the si reets of

1 i problem-solving tthe city were filled with excreta and waste-
water, making movement difficult and cre-
ating enormous health hazards. "What did
the people want, and how did they intend
to get it?," he asked. What they wai ~tedl was

Target: clear: "people aspired to a convt ntionial

To institutionalize administrative systems for learning and sewer system... It would be difficu t to get
problem-solving within community groups and partner- them to finance anythinig else."

ship agencies, including procedures for two-way informa-
tion flow, generating resources (including new activities), ernmesit to provKpettioned the s oval gov-

conflict resolution and self-diagnosis (monitoring and months witlh no success, Dr. Khar turiled

evaluation). to the local people to find alter matives.
Through this process, he was abk( to free

Data required: people from the immobilizing mvths of
Data should focus on agency/community group procedures governs ent prolises, and help tsem ad-

and systems for generating and exchanging information and
resources, resolving conflicts, and monitoring and evaluating. With small amounts of core externil fund-
Data will be needed about: ing, the Orangi Pilot Plroject (Ol'P) was

started. To enable people to get the .ervices

* Who is involved and what are the procedures and frequency they wanted, the first task was to recluce the
costs to aftordable levels and to dlevelop

of two-way information flow and its use (from community to organizations that could provide and oper-
agency and from agency to community)? atethesystems. Thankspartlvtotheelimi-

nation of corruption and the provision of
* What is the group/institutional capacity and what are the labor by community members, the costs

procedures to generate additional resources and activities? Is for an in-house sanitary latrine and [louse

there any evidence of this ability existing? sewer on the plot, and undergrouncl sewers

in the lanes and streets, fell to less ti an $50

* What are the systems to resolve conflicts between members per houselhold.

and with outsiders? Is there any evidence of effective resolu-
tion of conflicts? Have approved sanctions been The project eventually led to the provision

developed? of sewerage services to more than 600,000
poor people in Karachi and to recen: initia-

* What are the feedback mechanisms for monitoring and self- tives by several municipalities in P ikistan
diagnosis? Can a group/agency evaluate itself and take to use the saine methods emplo,;ed bydiagnosis? CnagopaecevlaeisladtkeAkhiter Haineed Khani.

corrective action? Has it changed its activities or process, or
added new components? Source: WVorld Development Report, 1992.
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What to monitor/evaluate:
Field Insight-East Africa Is there a two-way information flow and is this infojmation

used?
A regional workshop of World Bank and
government staff in East Africa focused on Are new resources being generated?
developing large-scale strategies for com-
munity management. Rather than haviig
formal presentations, the group drew pic- Are conflicts resolved satisfactorily?
tures and role-played the issues in planning
and implementing large-scale investment. Is the group or agency self-critical?

The pictures clarified the different under-
standing people had about the basic con- Methods:
cepts of community managemenit and in- Study of group and agency documents.
creasing the scale of projects, and allowed a
common vision to be developed. A lively Open-ended interviews; observations of agency/grotip meet-
discussion then followed about the precon-
ditions for success in scaling up water and ings; discussion groups.
sanitation activities at the national level.
Out of this common understanding of re- When members express knowledge about procedures, this is
sources and constraints, the framework for solid evidence that procedures are in place. Howeve, there still
country-specific workplans was developed. may be a difference between knowledge of how a conflict

should be resolved and how it is actually resolved.
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Field Insight-Ghana

A learning process involving users, service providers and policymakers can be successfully applied to
planning city sanitation services.

In Kuimasi, Ghana's second largest city, four sanitation master plans had been produced since 1951, but after
forty years of planning for a single, high-cost system, none of the plans had progressed beyond the firnt stage
of implementation. As a result, the city still had no comprehensive sewerage system and most of tne city
remained unserved. Three-quarters of Kumasi's population of 700,000 people had no access to adequate
sanitation facilities.

Deciding upon a new approach, local officials conducted a "willingness-to-pay" survey among moie than
2,000 representative residents to determine their preferences for various sanitation technologies and their
financial resources to support new systems. Four findings were most revealing: (a) families on average were
willing to pay about the same amount for sanitation as they paid for rent, electricity or water; (b) thle poorest
people who used public latrines were spendinig more for sanitation than those with household systems; (c)
people were willing to pay approximately the same for a household latrine and for a sewer connection; and
(d) the poor were willing to pay for latrines, but not for sewerage because of low reliability in the past.

As a result of these findings, a home latrine program was developed to test whether people in different
neighborhoods would be willing to invest their owIn money in new or improved facilities. The response has
been encouraging: in the three pilot areas, a total of 155 new or improved units have been constructed
through revolving loan schemes serving almost 4,000 users with better, safer household facilities. Monthly
fees to pay off the investment are collected from participating families.

Through this learning process, the role of governmenit has also changed from provider to promoter of
services. In the past, the city council was directly responsible for running and maintaining public latrines.
Today, the operation and maintenance has been turned over to the private sector. This new arrangement
has brought about a vast improvement in public sanitation services at no extra cost to the city coun il. On
the contrary, what used to be a drain on the city's resources has now become an income earning enterprise.
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Field Insight-Indonesia

Lack of informationi, confidence, trust, and
clarity about who owns facilities can pre-
vent correctiveaction from being taken. In
a rural water project in Indonesia, a pump
remained broken for six months because
the government officials in the provincial
capital assumed that the well had run dry.
When a participatory evaluation team came
to the village, Pak Kake, an elderly man
living close to the well, whose love of
tinkering was well known, was asked why
the well was dry. He said, "I have measured
with a rope and the water level has falleni to
52-meters, whereas the cylinder hianigs at
45-meters. We have not repaired the pump
because we are waiting for the chief admin-
istrator to give us permission."

When this information was conveyed to
the senior government officials in thie pro-
vincial capital, a technical team visited the
site, verified Pak Kake's observations, clari-
fied ownership rights and worked with the
water group to fix the pump. Within hours,
water was again flowing.



KEY INDICATOR S.4 o
Cost-Sharing and Unit Costs

i SuSb-Indticators S.4.a-b-c

Community/agency contributions
and unit costs

If demand-driven approaches are to be adopted, users need to
not only express what they want but also demonstrate their
commitment to taking action. The key indicator of this commit-
ment is the voluntary contribution of personal or communal
resources (cash or in kind).

Target:
To ensure that communities and households can afford and
are willing to pay some of the capital costs and all of the
operation and maintenance costs of water and sanitation
systems, and to have cost-sharing arrangements with
support agencies for the extension or replacement of exist-
ing facilities.

Data required:
Data will differ for communal, institutional and individually-
owned systems. In each case, data gathering should focus on
two broad areas: (a) obtaining evidence that people understand
why they must pay and that they are doing so willingly; and
(b) ensuring that the system for collecting and managing funds
is accountable, transparent, adaptable, and cost-effective.
More specifically, data will be needed to answer the following
questions: Field Insight-Tanzania

It makes no economic sense to recover* Have people contributed per the agreement and is this costs if thie cost of recovering the costs is

managed with minimal agency costs? greater than the cost recovered.

* Are the per capita unit costs appropriate to the level and InaprojectinTanzania,commun tymem-

quality of service? bers were asked to make nominal nonthly

r. . ~~~~contributions toward a comimun tv water* Are people making payments and are these sufficient to co nt comnun water
0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fu-nd. Government extension workers did

cover operation and maintenance and replacement costs? not hiandle the money at any slage, but

• Are there systematic and tran-isparent accounting and finan- rather urged people to open bank siccounts.
* Are there systematicandtransparentaccountingandfinan- However, the process involved for monthly

cial management systems with which people are satisfied? collection and deposit of su( h small

• Are there effective comm-nunity and agenicy rules anld regula- amounts proved to be so laboriou . that the
system was abandoned. A new syitem was

tions regarding fee collection, management and developed in which money was sollected

responsible use? by the group treasurer only when t here was
a breakdown in the water system. This

* Is handling of community resources by the agency proved to be a simpler, more cost effective

completely avoided or kept to a minimum? methodofensuringcommunityfinancinig.
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What to monitor/evaluate:
Does the community have increased capacity to generate and
manage financial resources for (a) routine operation and
maintenance; (b) major repairs and overhauls; and (c) new
facilities and replacement costs?

Are government subsidies made available in a smoolh and
timely manner?

Are the per capita unit costs affordable, reasonable, increasing
or decreasing?

Methods:
Open-enided interviews and discussions with those who pay
and those who do not, and with committee membeis, fee
collection officials and community people; attendin, a water
users meeting; inclirect questions about affordability secondary
data on income and seasonal availability of household cash.

A quick participatory evaluation should not even attempt to
assess number of cattle or land owned in trying to measure
income. However, commuLnlity members themselves may want
to rank the wealth of families and identify meaningtul indica-
tors of wealth. It is also useful to have community people
estimate how much cash they spend on various services, such
as education, health care, electricity, transportation, and water.

Field Insight-Lesotho

Communlity people kiow well the relative
wealth and poverty of other comimluniitv
members. In Lesotho, a way was found to
put their knowledge to use without resort-
ing to socioeconomic surveys.

Based on informiation from earlier studies,
a set of thirty small picture cards was drawn,
signifying indicators of local wealth and
poverty, such as maize porridge, rice, cattle,
chickens and a nice house. A few blank
cards were provided so that any missing
indicators could be added.

Village women sorted the pictures into
three categories of items owned by rich.,
average and poor people. They thenl picked
three indicators for each category of wealthl.
Feeling no need for secrecy, the women
took oniv a few minutes to rate themselves
and neighboring families in the appropri-
ate categories. il total agreement, theyl
then recategorized the cards based on gen-
der of the head of household, thus identify-
ing wealth differences based on gender.



KEY INDICATOR S.5 0

Collaboration Among Organizations
Sustainable water and sanitation systems can only be planned

and implemented through interagency collaboration involving
some combination of the community, government, NGOs, the
private sector, research institutes, and other organizations. Par-
ticularly important in most countries is collaboration between
communities and the different ministries responsible for water,
sanitation, and health education. Interorganizational collabora-
tion is needed both in planning and implementation of activities.

< Sub-Indicators S.5.a-b

Planning and activities

Target:
To achieve systems for mutually supportive interagency
collaboration in workplans and field implementation.

Data required:
Evidence of past collaboration; informal and institutionalized
procedures to achieve collaboration, both at thle community
and agency levels; workplans based on, or assuming, effective
interagency collaboration.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Are relevant staff of different agencies familiar with each others
work?

Do interagency staff value collaboration with other agencies
and seek it out?

How is the collaboration evident in planning and implementa-
tion?

Methods:
Interviews and discussion groups with community people,
workers, agency staff.

Study of project documents.
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5. Measuring
Effective Use

Effective use is the optimal, hygienic and consistent use of
water and sanitation facilities to maximize benefits and
minimize negative consequences over an extended period of
time.

Once implemented and functioning, water and sanitation
systems must be utilized if the community is to experience posi-
tive health, economic, social, and environmental impacts.

Yet experience indicates that focusing on utilization alone is
not enough.

Available safe water may not be used in sufficient quantity;
water may be pure at source but become contaminated in the
journey to the home; dirty toilets can become health hazards
rather than health aids; safe water and toilet facilities may not be
consistently used, or may be used by fewer people than intended;
overuse may cause environmental degradation, including con-
-amination and lowering of water tables.

Unless water and sanitation facilities are "effectively used"
there will be little positive health impact. Indicators measuring
effective use place central attention on people, especially on the
involvement of women and children, who are the primary users of
domestic water and sanitation systems in most cultural contexts.
Focusing on effective use as an indicator of success ensures that
hygiene education, based on behavioral changes, is fully inte-
grated into programs, rather than being carried out later as an
ineffective "add-on".

As with all other aspects of participatory development, effec-
tive use of facilities depends on local capacity-building through
involvement in planning and implementation.

In measuring the objective of effective use, there are three key
indicators to evaluate:

E. I Optimal use
E.2 Hygienic use
E.3 Consistent use

The remainder of this chapter outlines each key indicator for
the objective of effective use and how to monitor and evaluate the
relevant sub-indicators for each.
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Box 5-1. Measuring Effective Use

-Key Indicators and Sub-Indicators-

E. 1 Optimal use

E.1.a Number and characteristics of users
E.1.b Quantity of water used (all purposes)
E.1.c Time taken to use facilities
E.1.d Management of water resources

E.2 Hygienic use

E.2.a Water quality at home
E.2.b Water transport and storage practices
E.2.c Home practices to improve water quality
E.2.d Site and home cleanliness
E.2.e Personal hygiene practices

E.3 Consistent use

E.3.a Pattern of daily use
E.3.b Pattern of seasonal use

KEY INDICATOR E.1

Optimal Use
Optimal use refers to the use of facilities to maximize

economic benefits without short or long-term detrimental
effects on the environment.

There are four primary sub-indicators of optimal use:

E.1.a Number and characteristics of users
E.1.b Quantity of water used (all purposes)
E.1.c Time taken to use facilities
E.1.d Management of water resources

% W Number and characteristics
If a water point is designed to meet the needs of thirly house-

holds but is utilized by only five; if a private toilet is meant for all
household members but is only being utilized by adult temales; if
a communal toilet or water point is utilized by certain ethnic or
wealth groups but not others, then the facility is not being eco-
nomically used. That is, optimal benefits are not being realized
for the financial investments made.



Figure 5-1. EFFECTIVE USE OF WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES

ARE WATER SUPPLY BSCLYES ARE OPTFIMAL HEALTHi,

UTILIZED? ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
BEING ACHIEVED?

' NO,THERE ARE ONE OR MORE 
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMSl

FAIITESOTOTDAL FACILITIES NOT HYGIENI- FACILITIES NOT CONSIS-

- too many users - water contaminated during - big seasonal
- too few users transport variations
- some potential users - water contaminated at - inconsistent daily

excluded home use
- use restricted to - home improvements of

some specific purposes quality not practiced
- quantity of water not - poor environmental

increased since project conditions at site and/or
installed at home

- time taken to use - poor personal hygiene
facilities too long practices

- environmental
degradation

WHY? WHY? WHY?

- poor functioning of - ineffective hvgiene - ineffective
the facilities education health education

- poor managemenit - people do not see the - other source more
- perceived costs value in changing behavior convenient during

exceed perceived - unsuitable containers used the wet season and
benefits - inadequate hand cleansing during the day

- access limited to one after defecation and before
gender, certain class, eating
caste, ethnic groups - animals not restricted

- waste water not drained - poor design
away or utilized
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* 1 X | Target:
To encourage everyone within a defined distance--includ-
ing people from different wealth, ethnic and castt groups
-to use a communal water or sanitation facility.

Target distance will vary in different regions of a country and
between countries.

For household facilities, the goal must be to encourage all
household members-men, women, the elderly and very
young children-to use the facilities. Special design features
should be considered to encourage the use of toilets iy tod-
dlers, preschool children and women during pregnancy,
menstruation and at night.

Data required:
Total number of users per facility; characteristics an( back-
ground of users and non-users; reasons for use or no i-use.

What to monitor/evaluate:
What percentage of total target population is using improved
facilities per design criteria?

Who are the non-users? Why are they not using the facilities?

Methods:
Observation at water points and communal toilet facilities.
Special attention should be paid to "non-reactive" measures of
use, such as presence of stored water in toilets, trampled grass,
greenery (or lack thereof) near water points, and the presence
of excreta near households or in public places.

To identify non-users, it may be necessary to conduct observations
very early in the morning at traditional water points and defecation
sites such as forests, railway lines, beaches, and the bush.

In addition, there should be individual and group discussions.
For example:

* a few private individual interviews with both sexesi, focus-
ing on advantages and disadvantages of different water and
sanitation options;

* interviews on-site at unimproved water and sanitation
facilities;

* observations in a few homes where there are very younig
children;

* mapping of facility location and use;
* use of miniature models to focus group discussion and

understanding of needed design changes;
* card game with pictures of practices related to gocid health

and sickness, including pictures of improved and 'mnim-
proved sources; pocket chart for voting on factors and
options involved; community mapping of facilitics used by
different groups.



Accurately assessing use is often difficult through direct ques-
tions. If household surveys are considered necessary, avoid a Field Insight-Lesotho
direct focus on use of improved facilities. For example, do niot In Lesotho, extension workers seit that
start an interview with a specific question such as "Do you use voung children were being dis ouraged

the handpump?" or "Do you like the handpump?" It is better from using latrines. Two pictures were

to start with general questions: "What are the water sources in drawn and pasted onto a big piece of paper,

this community and what are their advantages and disadvan- one showing a milother reftisinig to let a

tages?"; "What facilities do people like to use?"; "What about child enter a latrine and aniother .n which
people in your housetiold?"; "Wiiat about vou?" the mother was encouraging the child.

people in your household?"; "What about you?" Two separate groups - one of extension

workers, the other made up of fourth grade
The gender of the interviewer is important. Use female inter- children - were given the pictuies. Each

viewers for women and males for men. Do not depend only on grotup was asked to first write or (Iraw why,

village officials or men for all information. If there is time to the motherdid not allow young children to
use the latrine, and then what could betalk to only four people, speak with two men and two women done to persuade motilers to eincourage

of differing ages and wealth. young children to use the facilit !.

1The drawings and discussioni withi the chil-
dren revealed that most children ltider* U Suib-Inidicator E. I .b seven years of age were not encc-uraged to

enter the latrine because of fear that they

Quantity of water used (all purposes) migilt fall ito the latrine, fear o darkness
and snakes, and a concern that th -children
would soil the facility. This was ipontane-

The overall purpose of improved water facilities is to increase ously followed by suggestions md draw-
inigs by the children of chang2s in seat

the total volume of water used for household purposes, which in design. Solutions suggested bv he exten-

turn influences the pattern of water used within households. sion workers, on tthe othier han i, focused

primarily on the need for health education.

Most water supply, facilities are designed to cater to all domes-
tic needs such as cooking, drinkinlg, and washing. Design criteria,
specified in liters per capita per day (Ipcd), may include use of
water for domestic animals as well as for watering vegetable
gardens. These design criteria will vary with the level of service,
ranging from public standposts, to communal or shared
handpumps, to private yard connections.

Target:
To increase the quantity of safe water economically used Field Insight-Brazil
for domestic purposes.

In a neighborhood in Brazil, poor urban

Data required: mothers conducted a neighiborhood cen-

For water systems: total quanitity of water used for all house- SoS using matchboxes to repiesent their
houses and matchsticks to inidicate the

hold purposes and micro-enterprises such as vegetable and number of people living in thiem. Long

fruit production, fish ponds and raising domestic animals. matchisticks represented adult, and short

Usually reported in Ipcd. sticks represented children. A, the census

proceeded, it increased in solihistication,

For water-seal toilets: the quantity of water needed for flush- as matchsticks indicating ch Idren were
broken into two lengths, repr senting dif-

ing. If slopes in pans are poor or water seals defective, large ferent age groups. I-lrouglh the census,

quantities of water which may have to be carried from else- young children not in schiool Aere identi-

where will be needed for flushing. This may increase the time fied and thien enrolled. Once this was

needed to use facilities, thereby negatively effecting use of done, the mothers moved to address other

toilets. For flush toilets, the amount of water needed for felt needs for improved nutrition and

effective flushing should not exceed the specified design sailitationi.

criteria. Data will be required on liters of water needed for Source: A.4oiptecd fronm lolin Kenyomn mind

effective flushing by adults and children. Bill IWaoniocki, Vorld1 Voisio.
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What to monitor/evaluate:
What is the total quantity of water used? (Ipcd)

Has the lpcd increased, decreased, remained constant? Why?

What quantities of water are used for different purposes? Has
this changed? Why?

Methods:
The two main methods are (a) observing and interviewing
others or (b) self-observation and recording. Both methods can
be used to obtain information about total daily watei collec-
tion and use of water for different purposes.

If precise data are not needed, then some idea about ise can be
obtained through observation and interviews at water points
and latrines in households. Village women and school girls
often make very effective observers and interviewers. (These
methods should be used only with the agreement of commu-
nity people).

In observing water collection, containers need not b measured
each time if a few standard sizes are used.



Water use is usually more difficult to observe and measure
within homes as there are few standard-size containers. Prior to
making their observations, observers will have to measure and
learn to estimate the amount of water in different size contain-
ers. Measuring cups can be useful for this purpose.

If handpumps are observed, the number of pumpstrokes
needed to fill a container can be recorded by village men,
women or children by transferring pebbles from to a container
for each completed down stroke and making a mark on a sheet
each time the container is emptied.

Women can monitor the number of times water is brought to
the house in a day. Each journey is recorded by a tick mark on
a formatted page with pictures on it to identify different times
or categories of use. This procedure ensures that early morning
and midnight visits are not missed. More elaborate method-
ologies are available for measuring water collection and use
when more precise data are required (Cairncross et al, 1983).

When only three or four sources are reported to be heavily
used among scattered sources, observers can be placed at each
of the main sources. Observers should work in pairs from early
morning to nightfall to ensure that one person is observing at
all times and to minimize mistakes at times of heavy use. If
non-point sources such as streams and springs with ponds are
being observed, types of use at sources should be noted.

The advantage of observing at source is that data from several
families may be obtained by one observer. However, if families
are using other sources as well, then these are missed, unless all
sources are monitored simultaneously. One disadvantage of
observation at source is that travel time taken for water collec-
tion can only be estimated.

If there are numerous water sources, accurate data on water
collection can be obtained by placing observers near clusters of
a half dozen homes. Each time someone from the household
leaves to obtain water, a note is made; on returni the time and
quantity of water carried are noted again. Data oni activities at
source are obtained by interviewing the person briefly.

A water use evaluation can be conducted in households se-
lected from those which are already being observed for water
collection. Water use can be measured by using a three-liter
bucket and a measuring cup. Observers should make three
visits-in the morning, later afternoon and very early the
following morning. Per capita consumption is calculated by
dividing the total quantity of water collected by the total
number of people present in the household that day. Estimates
can be derived in a variety of wavs. For example, divide the
total number of hours that a pump is being used by the total



numnber of residents (estimated by multiplying the total num-
ber of households by average family size). To determine the
amount of water needed for flushing, ask children, women and
men, or try a few toilets yourself.

Even when the decision to observe has been made by commu-
nity people themselves, patterns of behavior may change in
reaction to the presence of the observers. This is espccially
likely to happen if the observer is of a different gender than
the people being observed, and if children are being observed.
If this happens, then the first few hours or days of observation
should not be included in the evaluation.

Observations should be conducted on typical days, for a few
days in a row. Data will not be typical if observationi are
conducted on festival days, or when there is a wedding or
funeral.

Observers should also interview households to ensure that
early morning or late night journeys are not missed.



*rLl Suib-Inildicaitor E. I .c

Time taken to use facilities

One of the primary reasons for adopting improved water and
sanitation facilities is convenience. The time it takes to use a
facility is a significant measure of convenience; time savings is an
important indicator of economic impact. Aspects to be measured
include the amount of time needed to make the round-trip
journey from home and queuing and use time (for water, this
includes filling time; for toilets, using and cleaning time).

Water and sanitation facilities should be located where they
are closer or more convenient for the majority of the households
than traditional alternatives. Convenience and total time taken is
influenced by terrain, crowding and location in public places such
as markets, type and size of containers and available transport.
For water borne toilets, ease of flushing and distance to water for
flushing may be additional factors.

Target:
To reduce the total time for the maximum number of
people to make a round-trip water collection journey or to
visit and use an excreta disposal facility.

Data required:
Since women and children are often the primary carriers of water,
the sample must include them. Data required includes time
taken for a round-trip journiey, waiting and use time, and time
savings, if any, as a result of using improved facilities. Average
time savings per day will be a function of time saved per journey
and total number of trips made per day. Time savings should be
recorded with the age and gender of each carrier.

What to monitor/evaluate:
What is the average time taklen per trip (for water collection or
use of excreta facilities) by women, men and children?

How many water collection trips are made by women, men
and children per household per day?

Is time saved by using improved water or toilet facilities? If
not, why not?

Methods:
Methods are the same as those noted under sub-indicator E. 1.b.
Additionally, people can be asked to estimate time, although
rural people are usually less clock-coniscious than their urban
counterparts.
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Time saved can also be estimated by simple mapping of houses
in relation to old and new facilities and actually timing the
round-trip journey to a few households at different distances.
(There may not be any net time savings, since more short trips
may be taken in order to obtain increased water supplies.)

Note should be made of any transport availability and the
extent of its use by women and different ethnic and social
groups.

Time allocation studies are sometimes recommended. How-
ever, these are extremely time consuming and should not be
conducted unless extra resources, time and money are
available.

Field Insight-India i

In a low-cost sanitation project in a sm all
town in Haryana, residents were uninter-
ested in a project which provided pour- I

flush latrines on a loan basis. A team of 1_\

communitydevelopmenitspecialistsformed
learning groups of men and women to L (
redesign the project by first understanding 1 . X

and then responding to community needs. /E 1

In one activity, women's groups conducted
self-surveys in preparation for redesigning
the project. One of the tools they devel-
oped helped the women to explore how :* - o 

they used their time, and what problems *
thev had related to water and sanitation.

A set of small cards, drawn by a local artist.,
depicted chores and activities that filled a
woman's day. Blank cards were also pro-
vided. The women began by discussinig
their daily tasks usinig the cards. TFhev thlen
sequenced the activities that normally iv
flowed throughl their day. Using small
matchsticks as counters, the women also
estimated how much time they spent on
each activity. As part of this exercise, they'
discussed how activities involving cleanli-
ness and sanitation related to themiiselves |*
and their children. By seeing how many of
their tasks involved water and sanitatioln,
these surveys and other exercises led to a
dramatic increase in applications for loans
for the latrines.

Source: Itike Pfol\l, Haiviina1984. I

Source Jok _fmI II;a 194
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The duration of a round-trip journey will vary with the time of
day and the terrain covered. For example, crowding at peak
collection times may add to a water journey. A trip to a
communal water or sanitation facility may take longer at night
or on laundry days. Observation days should be chosen with
care to ensure they are typical.

L

w Management of water resources

Because water is a finite and vulnerable resource, drinking
water sources must be considered within the broader context of
water resource management and environmental conservation.

For example, overuse of water for irrigation results in falling
water tables and increased salinity. Opening permanent water
points in semi-arid zones may result in concentration of nomadic
populations, followed by over-grazing by cattle and an eventual
drop in the groundwater table. Improperly designed toilets can
pollute groundwater, especially when water tables are high and
soil structures porous.

At the community level, water resource management and
environmental conservation measures must make sense to local
people and build upon their own knowledge systems, or they will
not be practiced voluntarily or on a sustained basis. Thus the
emphasis should be on both water source protection and micro-
watershed management.

Target:
To establish adequate measures to protect water resources
(specific water points and the micro-watershed).

Data required:
Information will be needed to evaluate measures being consis-
tently taken by communities, government or any other group
to protect water points and micro watersheds. This includes
any rules and regulations practiced by communities to protect
sources, and their efforts to "re-green" their area. In some
settings, it is important to know whether domestic water
requirements have been integrated within total water requiire-
ments for agricultuLre and industry and whether water is being
reused.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Has the community developed any rules about water source
protection? Are these put into practice?
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Has the community, government or any agency undertaklen
any measures to protect the micro-watershed?

Methods:
Observation; discussion with community members, niembers
of water committees, women's groups, community officials
and district officials; "before and after" photographs.



KEY INDICATOR E.2

Hygienic Use
Hygienic use of water systems refers to the mainte-

nance or improvement of drinking water quality after it
has been withdrawn from the source.

Hygienic use of toilets implies use which results in
proper disposal of human excreta, solid and liquid
cleansing materials (including water) and in personal
cleanliness after completing use of the facility.

Even though pure at its source, water may be contaminated
through withdrawing, carrying, transferring and household storage.

The potential for contamination is also influenced by the
sanitary conditions at home, at the facility and by personal
hygiene. For example, if storage containers are left uncovered,
flies, dogs, cows, or dirty hands can pollute the water. Toilets that
are not hygienically used result in an improper disposal of faeces,
attract flies and become health hazards rather than health aids.
Improperly disposed cleansing materials also endanger health.

Since health impact studies are not recommended on a routine
basis, analyzing factors that pose a risk of contamination is cru-
cial. Through this intermediate step, corrective actions can be
determined, thus increasinig the probability of maximal positive
health impact. Identifying changes in risk factors affecting
hygienic use of water and toilets is also a means of evaluating the
effectiveness of hygiene education programs. If these programs do
not yet exist, identifying risk factors can guide the development of
an appropriate hygiene education program.

The effectiveness of health education is determined by the ¾
extent to which people have adopted and are effectively using
water, sanitation and other facilities.

Traditionally, health education programs have been evaluated
through KAP (k-nowledge, attitude, practice) surveys. However,
the effectiveness of health education can be more efficiently
evaluated through participatory methods using the materials
developed for the program.

When community people are involved in identifying whether
these materials have been understood, they gain the self-confi-
dence to suggest changes in the materials and messages and even
in the process of materials development itself.

Whether traditional KAP studies or participatory evaluation f
methods are used, the key questions remain the same:
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Personal Habits in Relationship to Using Water

Always

A

Sometimes

Never

* Is the language of the message understood?
* Is the content understood?
0 Is the content relevant to the cultural context?
* Did the target group receive the messages throug-i media

A 5= -t _ lor personal contact?
* Was there a change in behavior?

In Bangladeshi, for example, observational studies estaiblished
that wipinlg the bottoms of infants with the ends of saris was a
major contamination route associated with increased diarrhea
episodes. A study in Indonesia, found that samples of drinking
water kept on raised platforms were less contaminated than those
withiin easy reach of young children. As these examples indicate,
it is more useful to focus on sequences of specific behavioral
practices and their observed consequences (increased cler.nliness,
presence of soap in kitclhenis, and so forth) than simply conduct-
ing knowledge and attittide surveys.

There are five main sub-indicators of hygienic use:

E.2.a Water quality at home
E.2.b Water transport and storage practices
E.2.c Home practices to improve water quality
E.2.d Site and home cleanliness
E.2.e Personal hygienic practices



All five of these sub-indicators are relevant to the hygienic use
of water; the two measures for use of toilets are site and home
cleanliness and personal hygiene practices (E.2.d and E.2.e). The
sub-indicators of hygienic use are elaborated upon in the follow-
ing chart.

Box 5-2. Measuring Hygienic Use

- Sub-Indicators -

E.2.a Water quality at home*
Maintaining water quality at home from& ;1 source to mouth during the stages of:

* drawing
* carrying
* storage
* drinking

E.2.b Water transport and storage practices

* Condition of containers and ladles
* Presence of covers and degree of

exposure
* Place of storage, including child/

animal access
* Contact with hands and other objects

E.2.c Home practices to improve water quality

* Sedimentation/filtration
* Chemical treatment
* Heating/boiling

E.2.d Site and home cleanliness

* Proper excreta disposal
* Household waste disposal (waste water

solid waste)
* Presence of animals and fences
* Presence of vectors and rodents (flies,

ascaris eggs, and so on)

E.2.e Personal hygiene practices

* Hand cleansing practices
* Handling of infant faeces
* Body cleansing practices

* As measured by faecal coliform count, smell, taste, lurbidity
and chemical quality
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Water quality at home

Target:
To maintain the quality of drinking water in its journey
from source to mouth.

Safe water quality implies low bacteriological pollution anc accept-
able properties in terms of chemicals, color, odor, and taste.

Data required:
To minimize data needs, information should be focuwed on the
major identified water quality problems in the situation being
studied. Depending on the nature of the problem, ex aluations
should be made of bacteriological quality, faecal coliform
count (E coli or faecal streptococci), smell, taste, turbidity, and
chemical quality at each stage of the water journey. 'Nater
samples must be tested from water in containers used in
drawing, carrying, storage and drinking.

What to monitor/evaluate:
What are the major water quality problems (faecal coliform,

Field Insight-Kenya snmell, taste, turbidity, chemical)?

In Kibwezi, Kenya, a community wel coin- At what points has the water quality improved or de(lined?
mittee that had been building and manag-
ing wells since 1984 decided to evaluate its * drawing
performance with the assistance of the Af- * carrying
rican Medical Research and Educational * storage
Founldation (AMREF). * drinking

One part of the evaluation focused on wa-
ter quality. After being trained, committee
members tested water wells using the Methods:
coliform dipslide metlhod. A sanitary stir- Faecal coliform tests can be conducted using portable millipore
vey was conducted at nine wells, and plio- kits. Samples should be collected from drawing, carrying,
tographs were taken to visually identify storage and drinking containers. Observation at source should
possible sources of pollution. High levels of pinl the exact point where the water is being collecteci. This is
pollution werefouLndinsamplestakenfrom especially important for improved springs or standposts which
h1ouseholds.

may have open reservoirs in addition to pipes or taps
Observing coliform colonies through mag-
nifying glasses, the committee correlated Factors such as taste, turbidity and odor usually are n ore
these samples with photographs and visual important in determining use than bacteriological quality.
inspection of well sites and water conitain- Two chemicals that affect use negatively are iron and fluorides.
ers. Alarmed bv the sight of faecal colonies,
tihe committee developed a practical plan Perceptions of "good water," which are important in lesigning
of corrective action. This incLiuded repair- effective health education programs, can be obtained through
ing well linings, education of community open-ended interviews.
members, increased chlorination and fur-
ther examiiinationi of conidition, color and The dipslide methods used in millipore kits have advantages
translucenicv of jerry cans.

over test-tube methods which need well-equipped laboratories.
Source: M. Woos/ldouse, AMREF, Nairiobi. University students and carefully selected community people



can be trained to conduct the tests, however great caution is
needed to ensure that tests results are reliable. Reliability of
results depends more on motivation than on years of labora-
tory experience.

*;A> 5'11Sub-1nAicator E.2.b

_ Water transport and
storage practices

Water that is pure at the source often becomes contaminated
after it is withdrawn. Merely knowing that pollution occurs is
insufficient to formulate corrective action; we need to know how
it is becoming contaminated. Water is likely to become contami-
nated if containers and ladles are dirty, uncovered, kept in dirty
places or are in contact with dirty hands and objects such as dirty
funnels; or if dirty broken bottles are being used to transfer water;
or leaves are being used to stabilize water. Each of these sources of
contamination leads to specific interventions.

There are four primary routes of contamination at each point
in the water journey. They are:

- Condition of containers and ladles
- Presence of covers and the degree of exposure
- Place of storage, including child access
- Contact with hands and objects

Target:
To eliminate the major water contamination risk factors
through hygiene education activities.

Data required:
Precise, descriptive data are required of local practices and how
commonplace they are.

Descriptions should include the types of containers and ladles
used: buckets, bamboo, ceramic or clay pots, jerry cans, and so
forth; whether they appear clean; cleaning practices before
filling; how containers are filled and carried; whether any
stabilizing elements (such as leaves) are used to cover buckets
while being carried home; contact with fingers and other
objects during any stage of the journey.

Place of storage of the water container and dippers can contrib-
ute to improving quality or increasing contamination. For
example, leaving buckets of water in the sun for several hours
may decrease the bacteria. However, while the buckets are
exposed, dogs, cats and other animals may take a drink. Simi-
larly, water stored at a height on a platform may be purer than
water stored within the reach of young children.



Personal beliefs about whether water can become pol uted and
the sources of pollution are important. Knowledge ol beliefs
and practices allows carefully focused hygiene education
strategies to be developed. If people do not believe that water

_ f . S can become contaminated, then health education strategies
h1iave not been effective.

What to monitor/evaluate:
What are the most common water contamination risks in this

j ~~~~~context?

Has the risk of water contamination been reduced or
eliminated?

w _2Methods:
Observation; group discussion; self-survey using photographs
or drawings of different methods used in transporting and
storing water.

Hygiene education materials can be used in an open-ended
t_manner to assess the impact of health educationi strategies.
This procedure also simultaneously results in testing tlhe
understandinig, relevance and extent of dissemination of
health education materials.

Field Insight-Kenya The impact of hygiene education can also be assessed through
role playing and dramas which are open-ended but revolve

Flexiflans consist of paper cut-outs of hu- around the main themes of health education activities. Audi-
man figures with flexible arms, legs and . .
torsos wlhich can be placed on a flannel- ence participation, reaction and discussion following such a
covered board to illustrate a point of view presentation are effective short-cuts for assessing the kiegree to
or to relate an incident or a story. Flexi- which health education messages have reached people and are
flans are an excellent tool for increasing the understood and practiced. If more precise informatioin is
creative involvemenitof stakehlolders in the needed on numbers reached, an adaptation of the pocket chart
participatory evaluation process. may be more useful.

In Kibwezi, Kenya, women used flexiflans
to depict contamination risks of water in
the jouriney from the community well
to the home, and then to a drinking 4

container.

By choosing pictures that represented the
women's perceptions of the contaminiia-
tion risks, a discussion and debate was
generated, leading users to think aboutit
ways of decreasing contamination froma
source to mouth.

7-l fC 



Games using health education materials and messages from
the project area should not only seek "yes/no" answers but also Field Insight-Lesotho
address "whv" questions. These games should not be adminis- Manyvariationsofthecomnon'hildren's

tered or construed as a test. board game of snakes and ladders are avail-

able for use in health education. I[he board

has pictures of health practices at the bot-

*rsM IRtItr' E.2.c tom of the ladder- for example, an infant
being immuniized or Using a latrint-which

Home practices to improve enables a person who lands thL re at the
throw of the dice to climb tIp time ladder._ water quality C(onversely, negative practices ;ire at the

snake head; a person landing there goes

down the snake and is more like Iv to lose

The local definition of what is "good" drinking water influ- the game.

ences community water handling practices and interest in im-
proving water qualitv. The most common practices are sedimen- The same beoard game can be maie more

.. . ' . . . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~open-ended and used for evaluation pur-
tation/filtration, chemical treatment and boiling, poses by drawing the board without any

pictures. Iimages of positive ancl negative

Target: health/hygiene l)racticesaredraw ion small

To improve water quality to acceptable levels of bacteria, cards whichi are thien mixed up a id placed

chemicals, turbidity, taste and odor after withdrawal from face up. Landing at the bottom of the

source. ladder, the player has to pick a picture that
promotes health in order to mo .e up the

ladder. This claniges the game from one of

Data required: chanice to one of choice. If playec in teanis,

Data will be needed on the extent of home water qtialitv the gamc caii genierate muchi dis( uSSiOnl of

improvement. Examples include heating of water, including which practices pro.ote health and which

boiling, filtration, sedimentationi and use of special containers. ca cause sickness.

In Lesotho, this game was played with

Procedures used to improve water quality shotild be evaluated fourtlh graders. WVhen it became c ear to the

and linked to any change or lack of change in measured water district sanitationi officers that children's

qualitv. For example, samples of boiled water mav be found to awareness of hiygiene and sanit ition was
be as ot it aubl wt Icivery low, sanitationi officers imi ediatelv

be as contaminated as unboiled water. Inclusion of boiling as followed Lp withi tthe prinicipal amid set up a

an indicator does not imply that boiling should be promoted schedule for a school health educaition pro-

as a desired practice. gram.

Beliefs about why and how water quality should be improved
are important. The prevalence of practices promoting water
quality and clhanges in beliefs is a test of efficacy of healthl
education strategies. X _ .4!

What to monitor/evaluate: ¢ t.
What is the prevalence of practices to improve water quality
after it has been withdrawn from source? A

Are these practices effectively conducted? - - X

Do they measurably improve water quality?

Methods:
Self-surveys followed by discussion may be thle quickest and
most effective ways of getting reliable information.

Household observations and interviews using open-ended
questions.
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A few detailed descriptions of filtration, sedimentation, boil-
ing, and other procedures should be obtained and if possible
observed to establish clearly what people mean when they
speak about these procedures. For example, boiling of water
may only mean "heating" the water; the procedure of transfer-
ring boiled water to storage containers may be contaminating.
In areas with guinea worm infestation, observe the condition
of filters and how they are used.

When health education messages have been extensive, it
becomes extremely important to use questions that do not
elicit what are perceived to be the desired answers. In such a
context, participatory methods and open-ended questions
become even more crucial.

Site and home cleanliness

Whether a water or sanitation facility promotes health depends
not only on its technical functioning, but also on the environi-
mental/sanitary conditions surrounding the facility and in the
home.

Uncovered water containers are dangerous if there alie animals,
flies and insects, or contaminated water in the surroundings.
Stagnant water, garbage and human excreta that are indiscrimi-
nately disposed of attract flies, breed mosquitoes and introduce
health hazards.

Clean toilets and bathing facilities promote health tlirough
proper disposal of human excreta and cleansing materials, water,
stones, paper, sticks, leaves, grass, corncob, and cloth.

The four main items to be measured are:

* Proper excreta disposal
* Household waste disposal (solid waste, gray water)
* Presence of animals and fences
* Presence of rodents, flies, mosquitoes, ascaris eggs, and

other vectors

Target:
To ensure that hygiene conditions at the home, facility and
surrounding vicinity are clean and promote health.

Homes and facility sites should be free of human excreta, waste
water, household and solid waste, unrestricted animals, ro-
dents, and other vectors.



Data required: 0. : ,1..
Data required can include: presence of urine, faeces (animal 4 ui
and human), odors, ascaris eggs, flies, garbage, waste water,
mosquitoes, animals (dogs, cattle, pigs and hens), rats, and
other rodents. Special note should be made of fences and 4

other means of restricting the movement of animals.

If problems exist, community perceptions should be ascer-
tained. Do people see the situation as a problem? To evaluate
change, obtain comparative data from unimproved sites,
traditional water sources, defecation sites and houses using
such sites. If baseline data exist, then the sanitary conditions
at homes and sites at the time of evaluation should have
improved.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Is the immediate vicinity of water points, toilets and house-
holds free of excreta?

Is solid waste carted away, properly buried or burned?

Is waste water properly disposed?

Are homes and water points protected from cattle and other
animals by fences or other devices?

Are flies, mosquitoes, ascaris eggs and rodents decreasing in
homes, at water points and in toilet facilities?

Methods:
The most reliable method is observation of facilities and
homes. Observation formats can be developed and used by
groups of village women, children, men, and outsiders. Obser- Field Insight-Mali
vation of sanitary conditions at site should be combined with
observations on the number of users of different facilities. In Mali, a focus group discussio l on envi-

Discussions focused on "before and after" photographs or ronmentalsanitationwasheldarmongfami-
lies livinig in a comipounid in Ban ako. Thley

drawings can be effective in eliciting community perceptions identified the local blocked andcl overtlow-
about "unimproved" and "improved" situations and responsi- ing sewers as their mlost critical sanitation

bility for ensuring proper cleanliness of facilities. problem. In discussing the problem, it
became clearthat education and awareness

In discussing issues dealing witlh health education, people tend alone were not sufficient.

to give sociallv desirable responses. If outside investigators are Fhe journev of garbage from within the
conducting the evaluation, they should be aware that facilities householdtothegarbagedump Aastraced.

may have been specially cleaned in anticipation of their visit. Constrained by resources, the city authori-
If time is short, it is more useful to spend more time with a few ties had only two garbage collection trucks;

households or communities than to hurry from house to house these were able to collect community gar-
bage infrequentlv. Realizing this, local

or comnmunity to cominunitv. women stopped carrying thegarbageto the
designated sites and dumped t, instead,
into the open sewers, which su sequently
became blocked. Follow-up discussionls
with city authorities led to privatization of
garbage collection in some areas of Bamako.
This included a collection contract with a
women's cooperative.
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W ~Personal hygienic practices

Water quality is affected by personal hygieniic practices, espe-
cially those of m-others and older children who are respcnsible for
water collection and the care of infants and toddlers. (Belief that
faeces of inifants-a commion pollutant-are harmiless is
prevalent).

To obtaini full hiealth benefits from- the use of improved facili-
ties, toilets must be cleani and individuals should use proper body
and hand-cleanising procedures after defecation so that they
remain free of bacteriological contamination.

Thus the focuIS should be on:

* hiand-cleanising practices (when, whiere, and how;
miaterials used)

* handling of infanit faeces (when and hiow; materials
used; where disposed)

* body-cleansing practices.



Target:
To promote effective and more frequent body and hand- K .
cleansing procedures, especially after defecation, cleaning - ;,
baby bottoms, safely disposing of infant faeces, and before _-
contact with food.

Data required:
Data need to be collected on traditional hand and body- ,-4
cleansing procedures divided by gender and age; descriptions
and rationale for use or non-use of right or left hands and
specific cleansing agents such as water, soap, sand, mud, clay,
ash, cloth, paper or leaves; where and how often hands and
bodies are cleaned, with special focus on cleansing after defeca-
tion and before contact with food; presence of water, mud or
clay in the kitchens, bathing areas and toilets.

Descriptions of cleansing procedures should include materials
used to wipe hands (such as clothes, which may be dirty). Pay
special attention to contact with contaminated bodies of water,
such as step wells infested with guinea worm. Changes in any
of these practices are important indicators of the effectiveness
of educational strategies.

Data on handling of infant and child faeces are extremely
important. In most parts of the world, toddlers are kept close
to the mother and may defecate or urinate in the kitchen.
How this is handled by the mother who may also be cooking at
the same time is important. For example, faeces may not be
attended to immediately, or wiped by the same cloth used for
wiping hanids after washing.

Similarly, female children often care for their younger siblings.
Their handling of faeces is important, since young children
themselves are most often the victims of diarrhea.

I'ersonal hvgiene procedures cannot be isolated from the
cultural context in which they are deeply embedded. Indig- k -
enous knowledge systems regarding such concepts as cleanli- m -; [
ness, dirtiness, pollution and purity often determinie which
hand and wvhat materials are used for cleaning after defecation.
This information is as important to obtain as information tiU U U m
about functioning and design features affecting ease or of
proper use of water and sanitation facilities.

Since personal hvgienic practices are difficult to study by direct
questions, community self-assessment reported to non-threat-
ening outsiders is a more reliable method for obtaining data. j * * e e

However, this it not likely to yield reliable information to
health authorities known to take punitive or non-empathic
measures.

Hence special consideration should be given to indirect indica-
tors which vary across cultures, depending on the particular U
context. Examples include:
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* increased presence of water containers, soap and ash in
kitchens, bathrooms and toilets

* increased mention of water for toilets
* bathing or washing reported in water use measurement

study
* perceived decline (self-reports) in skin diseases
* increased self-reported pride in being clean
* increased sale or home production of soaps
* increased presence of bathing cubicles and washing slabs.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Have cleansing procedures after defecation been adapted,
resulting in reduced risk of contamination?

Are effective hand-cleansing procedures observed after defeca-
tion and before eating?

Are infant faeces handled and disposed of in a safe manner?

Have body-cleansing procedures improved in effectivcness and
frequency?

Methods:
Observation; open-ended interviews; asking people to give
detailed descriptions; self-surveys; drama which can be very
funny yet important in increasing understanding and eliciting
information; semi-protective techniques using picture sorting
and classification; story completion.

If time is limited, observing five different families will be more
useful than superficially surveying 100 households.

Hygiene education materials can be used in an open-ended
way as an evaluation tool.

Depending on the cultural context, direct questions (' How
many times a day do you bathe?"; "Do you wash your hands
after defecation?") can give offense, especially across genders.
Beware of the high probability of eliciting socially desirable
answers and frequency counts made without understanding

* _ P_Pwhy people engage in certain practices and have not changed
others. Such data are usually meaningless.



Box 5-3. Personal Hygienic Practices and Checklist Items

Behavior Indicators Typical Checklist Item

Removes and/or cleans fecal Presence or absence of faeces on Is any fecal matter of any type
matter from the home. the floor or counters. present?

Yes= 1
No = 0

Appropriate food storage. Protection of cooked food stuffs. Is all cooked leftover food stored
in a covered container?
Yes= 1
No = 0

Appropriate water storage. Protection of water stored in the Are water vessels covered:
home. Yes= 1

No 0

Removes and/or cleans garbage Presence of garbage on interior Is there garbage on the floor?
from the home. floors. Yes = 1

No = 0

Removes and/or cleans garbage Patio has been swept/raked Has the patio been swept or
from the patio. recently. raked recently?

Yes= 1
No 0

Builds and uses a latrine. Purchase of a latrine; installa- Does inspection of the latrine
tion of latrine; continued use of show signs of continued use?
a latrine. Yes= I

No = 0

Builds and uses a domestic Presence of a barrier across the Is the barrier maintained in
animal barrier. threshold. position?

Yes I 
No = 0

Souirce: Eric NordDbeg andtl Unio Wintiblad, SIDA, 1990.
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KEY INDICATOR E.3

Consistent Use

Patterns of daily and seasonal use

Consistent use refers to use of facilities throughout their life,
taking into account patterns of use during daily and sea,ional
cycles. Family members may be in different locations du-iring the
day or may migrate seasonally; water use patterns may change as
new and closer sources open during the rainy season, or as pri-
mary sources are flooded out.

Target:
To bring about consistent use of improved water supplies
and defecation facilities by both genders during the daily
and seasonal cycles (for children, this includes use of safe
water and toilets while at school).

Data required:
Daily and seasonal migration movements of men, w)men and
children of all ages; access to and use of improved fadilities in
the environments where family members spend substantial
time away from primary homes (for example, while it work
and at school).

What to monitor/evaluate:
Is safe water used consistently for drinking, cooking, bathing,
and washing?

-t * ~~~~~~~~~~~daily
* seasonally

Are improved toilets or other excreta disposal facilities consis-
tently used by men, women, and children?
* daily
* seasonally

Methods:
Open-ended interviews and discussion focusing on (laily work
and rest cycles, conducted separately with men, woinen, and
children.

Some observation of different facilities (for example. at schools,
and in or near agricultural fields).

Information about changes in water sources should De cross-
checked carefully if it is based on personal recall. Rather than
ask, "Do you use rainwater in the rainy season?," ask instead a

.- ,i more specific question, such as, "How many times is water
collected durinig the rainy season?"



Field Insight-Thailand

In a project in Thailand, the following set of indicators was used.

OBJECTIVES PRIORITY INDICATORS

Optimal Use Number of users compared to : '
anticipated users. .

'%o increase in daily per capita
consumption.

Time saved per water trip or trip to
defecation site. - i '

Distance to facility.

Known rules about water use.

Hygienic Use Improved water quality in houselhold.

Protection or treatment of water in
household.

Decreased risk of contaminiation of
water during transport.

Improved cleanliness at site and
home.

Increased hand cleansing after
defecation and before food
preparation .

Consistent Use Improved facilities used at most
locations.
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6. Measuring
Replicability

Replicability is the capacity to duplicate the processes '_

and benefits of a set of development activities in new
locations after their effectiveness has been demonstrated 4
in limited geographic areas.

The goal of replicability is not creating products, models or
blueprints that can be transferred "as is" to other locations.
Rather, the objective is to develop processes that make optimal
use of local resources and can be adapted in other locations.

In adapting these processes to additional sites, the new projects
and programs are based on local people, skills and knowledge
systems, and build upon existing procedures, organizations, and
institutions. The processes used in such projects and programs
are easier to replicate than projects heavily dependent on external
resources and personnel.

Replicability has different meanings at the community and
agency levels; therefore two key indicators have been developed
for its measurement:

R.1 Community ability to expand services
R.2 Transferability of agency strategies

A-
KEY INDICATOR R. 1

Community Ability to Expand Services

At the local level, replicability allows people to spread the 4
learning and positive effects of projects or programs through the
community, or to new communities.

These "spread effects" are of three main types; each is a sub-
indicator of replicability, and therefore of increased capacity and
self-reliance at the community level:

R.1.a Additional water/latrine facilities built
R. .b Upgraded facilities
R.1.c New development activities initiated



Additional, upgraded and new
- i _i facilities and activities

Target:
To use processes that can be managed and duplicated by
communities in initiating or denmanding additional or
upgraded water/sanitation facilities and other development
activities.

Data required:
Evidence of new activities in the same or new vicinities;
community plans for new initiatives; increased demand for
facilities or services provided; tapping new agency resources;

Field Insight-Philippines community innovations in design or organization (for ex-
ample, adding a spigot to an existing water jar; buik.ing

Thie lulungan Sa Tubigan Fouun(lation, bathing areas near communal taps); increased inconme genera-
based in Manila, provided support to a tion activities individually or in informal groups.
local NGO in Bulacan Province in Luzon to
organize womeni-based groups, called What to monitor/evaluate:
'sitios," that were formed arounid neigh- Have any additional water facilities and latrines beeit built?
borliood water taps.

With thie assistance of field organizers, thie Have any existing facilities been upgraded?
womilen first successfully joined together to
collect fees and manage pulp repairs. Thie Have anv other development activities been initiate ?
field workers then helped the women to
organize and plan actions to address other
group needs. Deciding to build walkwavs Methods:
in their neighborhood. the women began Workshops; discuLssions with communityx groups of men,
by successfully petitioninig for cement to women and leaders who have been involved in water and
complete the job. Following thiis, tey sanitation activities visits to areas where activities have been
organized regular solid waste management s
for the neiglhborhood. '[hen thiey set up a replicated at the communitv level.
separate find for income-generation ac-
tivities and organized their own day care
project. Currenitly, they have plans to
provide lightinlg in their neighborhood, k *s x t.
and expand incomile-generatirig activities.
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Transferability ofAgency- Strat'i- s

TAgncies rerability of Agen c St r ies

tendency of commnunitv projects to collapse once outside iniputs : L

Inputs vary with the stages of program growth; these mutst be
identified before rating replicability. There are three broad stages of
growth of a program or project: (a) pilot; (b) demonistration; and (c)
replication at the district, regional or national level. (The major
characteristics of each stage are defined in the table on page 1011).

In the early stages of a program or project, special inpLts are
needed in order to explore and develop a range of effective strate-
gies. These inputs are primarily focused on research and develop-
ment to better understand community and ageoncy options for
organization, financing, technology, delivery, and proimotional
mechanisms. At this early stage, unit costs are often high because
of the developmental nature of activities.

gies. These inputs are primarily focused on research and develop-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



As projects move from pilot to demonstration to national
phases, these special inputs should decline. After local strategies
have been proven to be effective and affordable, the challenge
moves to replicating them on a large scale. Success at tlis level
depends primarily on increasing efficiency of effort and on the
administrative capacity to disseminate and deliver programs.

Pilot projects are usually marked by a high concentration of
specialized, highly qualified national and international staff,
including researchers. These staff are necessary to cope with the
new workload, and to experiment with and develop effective tools
and strategies. By the stage of demonstration projects, the con-
centration of specialists should decline with the increasing use of
regular staff as well as community people who have been trained
in the new approaches and methods. In the replication phase,
trained national staff should be available to implement programs
on a large scale.

Pilot projects are often low in efficiency and need the freedom
to change, explore and develop sound strategies. Often they are
marked by generous budgets to allow the emergence of technol-
ogy and management systems that are affordable and w orkable in

_ - i-: +~~~~~~~~~4
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the long run. Typically they have relative autonomy and can 
bypass local institutions, institutional hierarchies and administra-
tive systems. _ &

By the demonstration stage, preferred methods are refined and
tested for replicability and acceptability. Budgets are less generous
and sheltered than in pilot projects. At the same time, there is -
greater absorption of projects within existing institutions and *4
decreased bypassing of existing administrative systems. By the
time a demonstration project concludes, efficiency of outputs y i

should increase. Clear guidelines should emerge for program
administration within existing institutions, including mechanisms
for interministerial and interagency cooperation.

Programs that reach the replication stage should be covered by
regular budgets, use standard financial procedures and be imple- -. I
mented by existing institutionis.

Since the purpose of pilot projects is to establish the feasibility
of a range of options in specific contexts, much learning takes
place about the effectiveness of strategies during the process of
implementation. By the end of the pilot project, experience has
been gained which results in more detailed guides being made
available to demonstration projects.

As the demonstration project completes, patterns of interac-
tion emerge, including monitoring and evaluation systems of
special importance in participatory projects. These procedures
must be documented, reflected in national sectoral strategies, and
made accessible and understandable to national staff who will be
responsible for replication of the program. Thus replication
projects must have simple guides or manuals for different program
components and staff at different levels.

There are five main sub-indicators of replicability at the agency
level:

R.2.a Proportion and role of specialized personnlel
R.2.b Established institutional framework
R.2.c Budget size and sheltering
R.2.d Documented administrative/implemenitation

procedures
R.2.e Other special/unique conditions
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' Increasing agency-level
* replicable processes

Target:
To use increasingly replicable processes consistent with the
stage of the program or project (pilot, demonstration or
replication).

Data required:
Information collected should be used to assess the following:
role, proportion of and dependence on specialized personnel;
instituitional framework; budget size and degree to which
normal channlels are followed for disbursement; degiee to
which administrative/implementation procedures are clear and
simply documented.

What to monitor/evaluate:
Are specialized, temporary personnel present?

Have special organizationis been created?

Do specially provided and protected budgets exist?

Are there administration and implementation proceduLres not
commonly lknown or documented?

Are there any other uLnique conditions that may not be
replicable?

Methods:
Work-shops with agenicy staff.

Study of program documents.

go, , -



Box 6-1. Defining Evolutionary Stages of
Projects and Programs

Category Pilot Demionstrationl Replication

Puripose To test acceptability To demionstrate To expand
andc feasibilitv of that new tech- productivity and
exi sting kniowledge fnologies, miethiods administrative
in specific contexts and programis ar-e capacity to dis-

better than ones seminate and
pr-esently used deliver,

Major * Methods of analysis
unlcertaini- or implemientation
ties about: * appropriate technology'

* adaptability
' transferability - replicability
* acceptability * acceptability
, dissemination or , dissemination ' dissemination

deliverBy systemeis or delivenry systems or delivery
on a large scale systems

Source: Ada Ptedlfrom D.A. Rondin el/i, 1983.
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Box 6-2. Measuring Replicability of Agency Strategies

-j ajwj; -Sub-Indicators by Stage-

R.2.a Proportion and role of specialized personnel

* High input of specialized personnel Pilot

* Mostly regular staff; decline in specialists Demon.tration

* Existing staff; further decline in specialists Replication

R.2.b Established institutional framework

* Semi-autonomous organization Pilot

* Decreased bvpassing of existing organization Demonstration

* No bvpassing of existing organization and Replicat ion
increased interagency collaboration

R.2.c Budget size and sheltering

* Generous and sheltered Pilot

* Medium and partially sheltered Demonstration

* Average and regular budget item Replicat on

R.2.d Simple documented administrative/implementation
procedures

* General guidelinies for activities and Pilot
strategies; emphasis on interactive planninig
and implementationi

• Emergence of standardized procedures for Demonstration
interactive project/program management
including monitoring/evaluation criteria
and procedures

* Documenited simplified procedures Replication

R.2.e Other special/tnique conditions

__



Field Insight-Bolivia

A government of Bolivia project among dispersed rural communities in the Altiplano (highlands) is yielding
important lessons about scaling up the delivery of water and sanitation services to the poor.

Supported by UNDP and the Social Emergency Fund, a pilot project aimed at assisting sixty rural communities
to construct improved water and sanitation facilities was launched in 1988. The team members of the pilot
project spent considerable time developing a participatory methodology and appropriate training materials to
be used at the community level. Special efforts were made to reach women. The strategy was to stimulate
demand in the communities for improved water and sanitation facilities, and to promote participation
throughout the whole project process, from project identification to participatory monitoring and evaluation.

Based on the lessons learned during the pilot phase, a four-year demonstration project, "Rural Water and
Sanitation for the Dispersed Populations in the Department of Potosi," was inaugurated in 1991. The main
objective of the project is to develop and demonstrate a sustainable and replicable service delivery mechanism
that makes use of existing institutions, including government, NGOs, the private sector, and con imunity
organizations, working at the departmental, provincial and communiity level. A second objective is to serve
50,000 people with water and sanitation services, as well as health education.

The strategy considers the community the essential element in the participatory process, and therefore the
community is involved in all aspects of the project: project promotion, self-evaluation and defiinition of
priorities, organization, technology selection, health education, management of facilities, and monitoring and
evaluation. Much of the first year was spent training and encouraging project staff to adopt participatory
methodologies. Anotherchallenge was structuringthe most adequate institutional frameworkto ensure project
sustainability and replicability.

The project is IIow working in more than 150 communities. A well-developed training program aimed at
specific community target groups (teachers, health workers, community members) has been field-tested.
Communities apply to the project to become participants, and contribute more than 50 percent of tihe cost of
the civil works. A monitoring, evaluation and documentation system at the communiity, provincial and
departmental level has been established. Midway through the four-year program, construction has either been
completed or is in progress on 1,100 latrines, 2,205 wells with handpumps, and twenty-three gravity- -ed water
systems.

The service delivery mechanism, once proven in the field, will serve for the scaling up of the project int o a larger
program. The project is also providing institutional strengthiening to the agency responsible for the sector at
the departmental level. The World Banlk has tentatively scheduled a Rural Water Supply Credit in its lending
program for Bolivia in FY94. The results of the Potosi project will contribute to the design of this operation.
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7. Assessing Change

Assessing the changes brought about by water and sanitation
programs is of great importance, but convenitionial impact studies
are usually too methodologically complex and require too many
scarce resources (time, money and specialized personnel) to be
within the scope of most projects.

In most settings, however, the process of "change analysis" can
be used to assess the chaniges set in motioni by the process of
implementing water and sanitation projects. Change analysis
focuses on the changes brought about by attempts to achieve the
working goals and by the processes used in attaining effective use,
sustainability and replicabilitv.

Best conducted by staff and community people most affected
by a project, change analysis can be based on self-evaluation and
statements made about factors related to change.

Since the impact of participatory water and sanitation projects
goes far beyond changes in health, water and sanitationi, change
assessments include study of social, economic, and environmental
issues. Often these social and economic changes are perceived to
be more beneficial by community members than health benefits.

Some of the changes which can be ccnsidered spin-off effects,
stuch as increased personal confidenice, are also essential parts of
the overall goal of sustainability.

The factors that can be considered in a change analysis are
summarized in the box on page 106. The direction of change has
deliberately not been specified in all cases, so as to allow consider-
ation of unforeseen negative changes such as increased quarrels
over water, furtlher marginalization of women through their
exclusion, or further increase in their worlkload.

Methods

While simple household questiolnniaires, observation, and
interviews can be used to assess change, alternative methods
should also be considered and invented. In particular, local
people should be encouraged to identify for themiiselves the most
important chaniges in their lives and communities.

Community maps depicting "before and after" situationis lend
thiemselves wvell to assessing chanige, including changes in the
numiiber of physical facilities, users of facilities and changes in
community leadership.



Box 7-1. Change Analysis

-with gender analysis and a poverty focus-

Social changes at the individual, household, group, community, and agency levels

. autonomy
* self-concept, self-confidence
* creativity
* leadership
* respect, status, social networks
* group strength, identity, resources
. leisure
. conflict
* roles, responsibilities, activities
* access and control of resources and benefits

Economic change at the individual, household, group, community, and agency levels

* time allocation (time savings)
* cash production and substitution
* improved quality of assets (vegetables, animals, crops, other production)
* increased quantity of assets
* distribution and expenditure of assets
* increased participation in other non-production activities (human capital formation);

education, literacy, preventive health, rest and leisure

Changes in the health situation

* increase in involvement in preventive health care activities
* self-reports on decrease in skin diseases, guinea worm, diarrhea, etc.
. increased availability of nutrition foods
* increased cleanliness

Changes in the environment

* increased greenery and decreased depletion
* increase in other conservation measures

Gender Analysis

-, _ The use of gender analysis is important in judginig progress
nmade toward all three objectives of sustainabilitv, effectis e use
and replicability (see also, Appendix 2). Gender analysis within
the context of the overall planninig and evaluation framework is a
powerful means of increasing the commitment to womer-'s
participation among all project staff and not just the specialists in
promoting women s involvemenit.



Figure 7-1. ESTIMATED AND PERCEIVED PROGRAM BENEFITS

ARE THE OPTIMAL ECONOMIC, WHAT ADDITIONAL INPUTS
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL - NO ARE NEEDED FOR THE
BENEFITS REALIZED? BENEFITS TO MATERIALIZE?

BASICALLY YES

|WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?|

ECONOMIC:HAT SOCIAL _ ENVIRONMENT
Time savinigs HEInrae quntt - Increased group - Increased
tIncyeased of water used for strength, greenery

vegetable domestic purposes identity and - Increased
production - Improved quality of networks (esp. soil
IiIcreased water used among women) conservation
micro-enterprises - Increased participa- - New and stronger
Increased tion leaders,
employment - Decrease in skin managers, and
Increased human disease organizations
resource - Improved nutrition - Increased
development - Increased respect for

cleanliness women
- Iicreased local

control and
access to
resources and
beniefits
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Field Insight-Lesotho

ThLe /o6lowtiing methodolog2 wMS dtTrelopel to 
aSSeSS c halr,' in a ellacgC ill WhiL /l project-

suppo0rtedL latrineC 1Iin/ding hIaZt1)t ew' l ongo°ing fir
thr)ee wars. 7The activit' took two hlouirs and(7
wa1s c Otuhicted in thte open iundi7er the trees withi
three urops Ot 1s fi0/ l ilr WOIoolen.

Men and womenl first wrote or drew on 
pieces of paper the most important chianiges
tihey had seen in thieir own lives and in the
commnunity. These were then shared and ,
discussed withlinl the group and a coImlpos-
ite picture was drawn. The discussiOns were
lively, and changes were not limited to
water and saniitation. One group of menll
reported tie bulildiig of roads, Vill' latrines
andt increased erosion as the most imipor-
tant clhanges.

In a variation on the same theme, people
reflected on chianges in their lives through;
discussioni and drawing. The discussionsi
were long and involved, especially wlheni __ IC

the groups were asked to prioritize the most V
important changes. Teams were tien asked
to phiotogral)h the clange that had takenr
place, or act out the change and photo-
graph it using a Polaroid camera. Each
group was entitledI to take three piCttUres.

[he excitemenit arid creativity generated
were tremen1ous. One team thalt waanted to
depict increased unemplovmeit assembled
a grou (iof men, quickly' made a cardboard
game of tic-tac-toe, collected pebbles and- 
acted out the game while other memilbers of t
the group took their photograph.

Field Insights-Assessing Trends and Changes in Women's Roles and Access to Resources

Onle oft/el xrTa test chailiigesinmll aessig chlloe is 5 developing tools to it lentif;- ti eids r iiges hi tihe role of women, their access to resources,
anditiheir ivir'ol'eneincit in coininuni4v programns. Two elvaiples of suci tools tre, riepoited below.

Most projects arid programs have a collection of photographs that have beers taken by a project staff member. Anv evaluation activitv
can put these photographs to good use.

In one PROWWESS workshop, thirty photographs fromii the work project were selected and village people were asked toi arri ige them
in chroniological order, froni the beginning of the project to the prescit.

Worriern arid men were asked to identify the tasks or activities that women were involved in or uLidertook. Ihis led to a discussion
about wIhV womien had beers involved in so few activities. this in tnris led to furthser discuissions abiout whv the project policv was to
train only men. Community people tseniiselves msade the distinction between wotsen s present ability and womseen's poter tial to be
trained to uLidertake new responsibilities. Ihis discuission led to a reconsideration of the excIisions of women as technicirms in the
agency trairiiig programs.

In another PROWWESS workshop, an activity wawsdeveloped toevaluate womers's access to resources. Simple liiie (Irawings o dlifferent
r esources ranging from land to cooking urterisils were depicted on srall cards. Threc large cards ofi a man, a wonan ard a couple were
then drawn. Men ansd womeri were asked to sort tlslough the resourice cards rid place them uLider the large pictures iased on whether
the resoCrrce was conitrolled by the sar, tlhe womilan or the couple together. For examIllple, the picture of tie cow was placed tlrrderrseaths
the risars to indicate hIis corstrol over the cattle. One group of womens even placeci tise pictirre of the woriman underneath the mars,
signifyinig Isis conitrol over lier.

This activity cars also lead to a liscussiors of row womnen's access to resOLlices has changed durinig the lifetimses of the parl icipants.



Box 7-2. Gender aspects to consider in assessing change at the community and agency levels

1. Do womien feel they have access to and control over traditional and new resources? Do they feel
they have benefitted?

2. Have women been given access to and benefitted from HRD strategies and training activitie.; of the
program?

3. Do women have mastery over new technology?

4. Do women have access to and control over new income producing activities? (For example latrine
building; road constructioni; contractors; vegetable or fish production.)

5. Are women in positions of authority in t'he program as managers, treasurers, supervisors? Are they
involved in decisionmak-i ng?

6. Do women have increased capacitv for organization and networking?

7. Have women emerged, and are they perceived, as competent leaders, technlicianis, managers, and
organizers? Is this more common and accepted at all levels?

8. Is there a reduction in work-load for men, women, and children?

9. Is there a felt decrease in water-related diseases (skiin, guinea worm, diarrhea) among womei?

10. Have the involvement and quality of life of womeni become an institutional concerni of me'l,
decisionmaskers, and managers at all levels?

* As voiced by men, chiefs, leaders, managers
* As reflected in planning objectives, targets, implemenitation procedures, and monitoring and

evaluation procedures.
* As reflected in budgets allocated to support women's involvement.

Source: Adapted fiom7z C. Hainan-Andersoni, 1990.
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Appendix 1

Enriching Participatory Rural
Appraisal Methods: A Monitoring
& Evaluation Workshop in Siaya, Kenya

Introduction

Since 1990, when the PROWWESS staff was integrated into the
Regional Water and Sanitation Group in East Africa (RWSG-EA), a
number of Kenyan organizations have requested help in thie area
of participatory training and materials production. To facilitate
sharing of participatory approaches, the PROWWESS training
specialists, Ron Sawyer and Rose Mulama, helped to form a
participatory learning network. Early in 1992, the network re-
sponded to a request from CARE/Kenya to evaluate the initial
eight-month Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) phase of its Siava
Health Education, Water and Sanitation (SHEWAS) Project in
Western Kenya. A workshop was planned to assess the impact of
the PRA approach within host communities; and to enrich the
project approach based on the PROWWESS participatory method-
ology.

The facilitators team consisted of trainers from KWAHO (an
NGO), NETWAS (the regional center of the Interniational Training
Network), the Western Kenya-Finland Western Water Supply
Program and PROWWESS RWSG-EA. The CARE/SHEWAS project
hosted the program. A two day pre-planning/design workshop
was held at NETWAS in Nairobi. The main training-of-trainers
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation Workshop was held at
Siaya in mid-February 1992.

The workshop drew a multiagency and multilevel group
together: staff of the SHEWAS project; local community members
of the PRA team; representatives of the participatory learning
network; NGOs; and local officers of the Ministries of Water
Development, Health, and Social Services.

The workshop was designed as a participatory evaluation to
determine the primary achievements and the difficulties encoun-
tered in the PRA phase of the project. By identifying and selecting
indicators, and designing and field testing tools for measuring
project achievement, the workshop process helped to build staff
skills and unlderstanding of participatory monitoring and evalua-
tion methods.
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Problems in the existing agency approach

The initial workshop exercises reviewed the PRA experience.
For example, using sets of posters, workshop teams anal!zed the
quality of the commilunities' participation durinig implen enitation
of the PRA. The general consensus was that the PRA team played
a muchi rmore active role over and above the regular comrnunitv
members to whom they occasionally presented data on ai weekly
basis. It was acknowledged that rather than involve all (ommu-
nitv members in the process, the community had been asked to
elect representatives for the PRA team.

Through further analysis, the workshop identified sex eral other
difficulties with the existing approach. For example, even within
the PRA team itself, the community representatives were over-
shadowed by the other members in terms of active invol9ement
in the process. The three weeks spent on PRA activities i 1 each
location seemed long to many community members. Because of
this extended time frame and the narrow range of dialogue and
analysis in the communiity at large, the PRA exercise generated
uLnrealistic expectations in some villages. As a result, commllunity
members expected many more water and sanitation systc ms than
CARE could provide. Finally, in some instances, the PRA process
did not promote cost-sharing because some community members
still expected CARE to provide resources.

The PROWWESS alternative: new process tools'

Before dwelling on an analysis of the causes of these problems,
the PROWWESS team exposed the workshop participants to key
principles and a wide range of tools which could more actively
engage community members in self-investigation activities.
Participants tested these innovative approaches within the field-
based framework of the workshiop and then returned to analyze
the PRA approach to make adjustments as needed later. S;ome
examples of these simple and practical participatory tech iiques
included:

1. Pocket Chart: A participatory survey instrumenit consist-
ing of pockets on a large cardboard or textile. In this particular
case, the participants identify different water sources (open
wells, springs, handpumps, rivers) and their different uses
(drinking, cooking, washing, watering animals, bathing).
Participants then vote by putting a marker in each pocket
corresponding to the water sources used for each func-ion. The
voting is secret to discourage people from influencing each
other. The workshop participants also identified other uses for

I The descriptions provided here were adapted fromii L.
Srinivasan, Tools t°' Conununiiiiiity Participatiotn: A N-fanual il Trailinlg
Trainers itn Par-ticipaitor-ly Techniques.



subsequent testing in their field work: (i) gender analysis of
common activities that men or women are involved in; (ii)
selection of preferred water technologies by gender; (iii) assess-
ment of community training needs; and (iv) study of local
decisionmaking practices.

2. Tlhree-Pile Sorting: This technique has been adapted to
a variety of situations. A common use is to ask a group to sort
pictures of various common tasks, or activities, into three
categories or piles according to whetlher they are "responsibili-
ties of the group, "shared with an external agency" or "prima-
rily those of the agency itself". For example, is maintaininig a
water reservoir a shiared responsibility, that of the external
agency, or that of the local community? The three-pile sorting
technique can also be used to classify and further understand
roles by gender or age during various stages of a project.

3. Flexiflems: Paper cutouts of human figures with
flexible arms and legs that are placed on a flannel-covered
board. A number of props are included in the set (houses,
trees, animals, tools, etc.) to depict either a rural or urban
scenie. I-luman figures should be representative of all types of
people found in a society and of different ages, both male and
fiemale. They also should be facing in different directions (for
example, front view and left/right profile) so they can be
arrange to represent two or more people engaged in a conversa-
tion or discussion. Using flexiflans, a facilitator can promote a
discussion among commriunity members about an incident or
story about real situations, how thev are handled, and how
tlhey affect life in the community.

PRA workshop findings and conclusions

After field visits, workshop participants discussed and then
analyzed the merits and demerits of the existing PRA approach. A
key discussioni focused on how such a process could contribute to
participatory plannling, while providing the external agency with
a greater appreciation of the problems and opportunities in a
communiity. Participants identified many advantages to the
approach, especially if PRA could become a muich more participa-
tory process.

An agencyV using PRA work can mu1tclh more intensively with
the community' and understands it Imluch better. Cominunitv
members are enabled to identify and prioritize needs, to create
awareness of project issues, and to build skills and kInowledge for
more systematically planning future projects. I'RA also can
encourage intensive interactioni and collaboration among external
agencies and between external agencies and the commuiLinity.

There was agreemenit that the pre-worikshiop l'RA approach did
not get to the lowest level in a village. The PRA team tended to
overshadow the community; participationi was limited to a few
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who represented influential sections of the community. The
process raised community expectations, a source of frustration
among those villages that participated in the PRA but did not
subsequently receive facilities. In addition, during offici.tl events
scheduled to share PRA results, influential leaders sometimes led
the community astray. Such problems pointed to a common
challenge: to be effective, PRA must be fully participatory and
engage the community widely, paying particular attention to
those most often neglected, especially women.

Alternative approaches

The workshop's final step was planning several alternative
approaches to PRA in order to more fully integrate participatory
techniques. In one version designed to reduce expectations, the
PRA process at project sub-locations would be shortened. A
second alternative modified the sub-location process and short-
ened it, and included the use of pocket charts and problem-and-
opportunity ranking materials to help develop a "village nealth
development management plan". The PRA would then be followed
by village planninig activities to develop the project. The third
alternative retained most of the original PRA process, but incorpo-
rated the new techniques and shortened its implementationi.

While modifying and strengthening the ways that the external
agency learned about the community, participants also founid
ways to extend the learning process to include the community.
"Ownership" of information about change in the community
should not be limited to external agents. By becoming more
active in the PRA process, project beneficiaries are enabled to
control the planning, implementation, and monitoring of projects
as well.

This workshop was an important milestone for the
PROWWESS-assisted participatory learning network. By opening
the project to a process of joint review and assessment by the staff,
the workshop demonstrated the benefits of shared learning,
primarily among NGOs. The participants realized that they have
a great deal to offer and a lot to learn from each other about
participatorv community-based approaches.



Appendix 2

Gender Specific Analysis for Objectives of
Sustainability, Effective Use, and Replicability

INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABILITY

Human capacity development:

Do women have access to the relevant skills or training to acquire them?

Do women and men have the same management abilities, decisionmaking authority, releNant
knowledge and skills, self confidence?

Do women and men have equal access to HRD inputs, especially in relation to analytical skills and
problem-solving capacity?

What roles and responsibilities do men and women have in water committees, and in training for
those roles?

Local institutional capacity:

Is there supportive leadership in the area of women's involvement?

Are systems for learning and problem-solving equally accessible to men and women?

Are women involved in leadership roles?

Financing and cost-sharing:

In what ways do women and men contribute to ensuring cost recovery?

Interorganizational collaboration:

Is gender on the agenda?
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INDICATORS OF EFFECTIVE USE

Optimum use:

Who are the users in different contexts?

What do men and women use water for?

What time is used by men and women for water collection and use?

Who manages water as a resource?

What roles do men and womeni play in environimenital conservatioll?

Hygienic use:

Who is responsible for carrying, storing, and utilizing water in the home?

Who takes care of children., including waste disposal?

Who makes decisions about hiygiene managemenit?

Who has control over incomiie and its utilization (and tlhus over whiclh type of utenisils and eqiipmenet
is available in the home)?

Who is responsible for the maniagemiienit of animals and control of rodents and vectors?

What are the common personal hygiene practices of men and women?

Consistent use:

How muclh time is budgetted for collection, managemenit, and use of water by men and women, on a
daily and seasonal basis?

What is the relationship of this work to other workloads of meni and women?

INDICATORS OF REPLICABILITIY

Proportion and role of specialized personnel:

Are there personnel specialized in participation or gender?

Are there women among the specialized personnlel; in whiclh categories?

Established institutional framework:

Are steps taken to ensure that gender is incorporated as an important issue?

Budget size and sheltering:

Are inputs to promote involvement of women included in the regular budget?

Simple documented administrative/implementation procedures:

Is gender incorporated into normal planning cycles?

Other special/unique conditions:

Do women have the potential to sustain the benefits achieved and to carry them over into other areas
of their lives?

Does the inclusioni of women alongside men have implications for otlher areas of community life?



Appendix 3

Participatory Evaluation Workshop for
District Authorities

The purpose of this workshop is to involve the district in the
evaluation of its own water and sanitation project in order that
the evaluation provides useful information to improve project
management.

Objectives:

1.1 Identify the most important successes in the water and
sanitation program.

1.2 List the most important things that made the success
possible.

2.1 Identify major problems or constraints experienced in the
water and sanitation program.

2.2 Identify major reasons for the problems and constraints.

3 Classify problems in terms of:

* those for which there is IIow sufficient information to
act;

* those about which more information is needed; and

* those which we cannot solve.

4 Formulate evaluation objectives for problems where
additional information is needed.

Participants:

A maximum of 20 to 25 persons including at least two from
each of the participating ministries:

1. AIfemnbers of District Tectam

Admin Officer

MoH - Environmental Health Officer

DDF - Field Officer

MCCD - District Community Development Officer

Agritex - District Agritex Officer

MLGRUD - Local Government Promotion Officer

Extracted from "Handbook of Rural Water Supply and Sanita-
tion Projects in Zimbabwe," Training Center, University of
Zimbabwe, (undated).
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2. District Cotuncil

Executive Officer

5 or 6 Councilors from wards whiere
implementation has taken place

3. Itmiple1entttioni Staff

2 from each Ministry, for example:

MoH - Environmental Health Technicians

DDF - Operatives

MCCD - Ward Community Coordinators

AGRITEX - Extension Officer

Duration: One day.

Groups:

Three groups will be formed representing the participanlts
(District Team; District Council; Implementation Staff). rhere
should be a facilitator for each group. Each group will c}oose a
chairman, who will also be responsible for group activity sheets
for the workshop coordinator. The group will also choose a
secretary who will summarize the decisions of the group on the
activity sheets.

Workshop Processes:

ACTIVITY SHEET 1:

Putpose To identify major successes of the program.
To identify what made the successes possible.

Each participant will list what he/she sees as the major suc-
cesses of the program and write the reasons why he/she thinks
it was successful. The group will then discuss the successes,
agree on a list of the four or five main successes, and idientify
the reasons for success.

ACTIVITY SHEET 2:

Purpose To identify major problems of the prograLm.
To identify the reasons for the problems.

Each participant will list what he/she sees as the major problems
of the program and why they are problems. The group wvill then
discuss together the problems and agree on a list of abotit ten
problems, with reasons for each. The secretary will recoid all of
this information and display it on a group notice board.

ACTIVITY SHEET 3:

Puirpose To sort problems into groups.

Each group will sort the problems they identified in
Activity 2 according to:



* those problems where there is enough information to
act now;

* those problems for which more information is needed;
and

* those problems which they cannot solve.

The secretary of each group should enter this information onto
Activity Sheet 3, which will be put up for display.

ACTIVITY SHEET 4:

Piurpose To list problems in order of priority.
To make recommendations for action.

Each group should revise the problems on Activity Sheet 3 to
rank them in the order which they think are of most impor-
tance. They should be divided into two categories: those
problems where there is enough information to act now, and
those problems for which more information is needed. For
those problems where there is enough information to act now
make recommendations on what should be done and by
wlhom. The secretary should display the completed sheet on
the group notice board.

ACTIVITY SHEET 5:

Purpose To determine further information needs.

Those problems which require more information should be the
basis of an evaluation. The groups should now identify the
information needed to resolve these problems. From Activity
Sheet 4, select the problems for which more information is
needed and suggest what further information is needed. The
secretary should enter this on Activity Sheet 5 and then put it on
display.

PROGRAMME AGENDA

INTRODUCTION 0830 - 0900

ACTIVITY 1. SUCCESSES 0900 - 1000
Tea break and group notices

ACTIVITY 2. PROBLEMS 1030 - 1145
Group notices

ACTIVITY 3. GROUPING PROBLEMS 1200 - 1230
Lunchi

ACTIVITY 4. IMPORTANCE & ACTION 1330 - 1430

ACTIVITY 5. INFORMATION NEEDS 1430 - 1530
Tea and group notices

SUMMARY 1600 - 1630
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PROWWESS

People's participation in the development process is essential
for human development and for achieving sustainability, particu-
larly in the provision of basic services like water and sanitation.

PROWWESS (Promotion of the Role of Women in Water and
Environmental Sanitation Services) is a worldwide initiative aimed
at developing replicable approaches for involving communities-
particularly women-in sustainable, effectively used, and environ-
mentally sound drinking water supply and sanitation programs.
Since 1983, the PROWWESS group has been devising and field
testing new methods for participatory training, research, and
evaluation, and has been developing innovative grassroots training
materials. It has benefited from the generous support ot the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and the gov-
ernments of Norway, Canada, Finland, and the United States.

Originally located in UNDP's New York headquarters, the
PROWWESS group today is part of the UNDP-World Bank Water
and Sanitation Program located in the World Bank in Washington,
D.C. The Program is a collaborative initiative involving UNDP,
the World Bank and ten bilateral donors that aims to improve the
access of poor people in developing countries to safe, affordable
water and sanitation services.

Tools for Participatory Management

This volume is the second of four related publications. focused
on participatory methods in water supply and sanitation projects.
They are designed as tools to assist in carrying out training, plan-
ning, evaluation, research, and materials production to support
local decisionmaking.

The publications in this series are:

Purpose Title

Training Tools for Coun11i1i71ity Participation: A
M11alnal tbr Trainin?g Trainiers in Paiticipa-
tory Techniques, Lyra Srinivasan. (Einglish
and French)

Evaluation Participatory Evaluation: Tools for Managing
Clhanuge in Water and Sanitation, Deepa
Narayan.

Research Toward Participatory and Simnple Research:
Data Collection withi People, Deepa Narayan.
(Summer 1993)

Materials Participatory Materials Tool Kit: Activities for
Traininlg Trainers aindi tor Comniniitiity Emnpow-
ermnent, Deepa Narayan and Lyra Srinivasan.
(Summer 1993)
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